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DAVID J. BARRON

CHEVRON'S

AND ELENA

KAGAN

NONDELEGATION

DOCTRINE

Americanpubliclaw todayrecognizesonly one nondelegationdoctrine,and even thatone almostalwaysin the breach.This nondelegationdoctrine,of course,refersto Congress'sabilityto handover
to a given agency officialthe authorityto make policy decisions.
But beyondthe transferof powerfrom Congressto an agencyofficiallies the potentialfor still a furtherdelegation,this time from
the officialwhom Congresshas specifiedto her bureaucraticunderlings.Andbecausethis is so, beyondthe congressionalnondelegation doctrine lies the potential for another, concerning the
agencyofficial'sabilityto subdelegateher decision-makingauthority to others.

In this articlewe contendthat such an internalagencynondelegation doctrineshoulddeterminethe rigor of judicialreviewof an
agency'sinterpretivedecisions-or, otherwisestated, should define the sphere in which courts defer to these decisions under
ChevronU.S.A., Inc. v NaturalResource
DefenseCouncil,Inc.1The
idea here is not to prohibitcongressionaldelegateesfrom giving
authorityto lower-levelagencyofficialsto fill in gaps and resolve
ambiguitiesin legislation.Such a bar would be, if not impossible,
at the least unwelcome.The idea, instead,is to distinguishamong
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exercisesof this authoritybasedon the identityof the final agency
decisionmakerand then to reward,throughmore deferentialjudicial review, interpretationsoffered by more responsibleofficials.
This approachwould makethe institutionalchoice reflectedin the
Chevrondoctrine-the choice, that is, betweenagenciesand courts
in ultimately resolving statutory ambiguities-dependent on a
matter of prior institutionaldesign that courts today fail to consider:the decisionof the agencyas to whether,within the agency's
four walls, the congressionaldelegateeor, alternatively,a lowerlevel officialis to exerciseinterpretiveauthority.
Our reflectionson this score arise from UnitedStatesv Mead
Corp.,2the latest and most importantin a line of cases in which
the SupremeCourt has attemptedto demarcatethe scope of the
Chevrondoctrine,or whatone recentarticlehas termed"Chevron's
domain."3The questionin Meadwas whether the Chevrondeference rule appliedto a tariffclassificationruling of the U.S. Customs Service.The Courtheld that the tariffrulingfell outsidethe
scope of Chevronand so could not claimits strongbrandof deference. The eight-membermajorityfirst framedthe issue as an inquiryinto whetherCongress,in enactingthe statuteat issue, had
intended for the courts to defer to this kind of interpretivedecision. The majoritythen reasonedthat the lack of formalprocedures precedingthe decision, as well as its highly particularistic
nature, indicatedto the contrary.Surveyingthe landscapeafter
Mead, Justice Scalia in lone dissent charged that an "avulsive
change in judicial review of federal administrativeaction" had
takenplace.4No longer was an agency'sinterpretationof its own
organicstatute-regardless of the interpretivedecision'spedigree,
form, or character-presumptivelyentitled to Chevrondeference.
The issue addressedin Mead assumes its consequence from
the heavyrelianceof agenciestoday on relativelyinformal,"nonrulelike,"or decentralizedforms of administrativeaction. Chevron
arosefroma majorrule,whichthe administratorof the EPA issued
in accordancewith the notice-and-commentproceduresof the AdministrativeProcedureAct (APA).5But many-indeed, the vast
2

121 S Ct 2164 (2001).
Thomas W. Merrill and Kristin E. Hickman, Chevron'sDomain, 89 Georgetown L J
833 (2001).
4121 S Ct at 2177 (Scalia dissenting).
5 USC ?? 551-59, 701-06 (1994 & Supp IV 1998).
3
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majorityof-agency decisionshave nothing like this aspect.They
may emerge,like the tariffrulingof Mead,from processesconsiderablymore streamlinedthanthose detailedin the APA.They may
apply,like the tariffruling, in this case and this case only, rather
than as a generalprescription.And they may proceed,as in Mead,
not from the centralhierarchyof the agencybut from branchoffices or limitedsubjectmatterdivisions.AssumingChevronto have
even a fractionof the significancethat the countlessjudicialdecisions and law reviewarticleson the case would indicate,the question whetheror which of these variousadministrative
actionsmerit
Chevrondeferencethus becomesof criticalimportanceto the operation of the administrativestate.
We firstarguein this articlethat an inquiryinto actualcongressionalintent, of the kind the MeadCourtadvocated,cannotrealisticallysolve this question.AlthoughCongresshas broadpower to
decide what kind of judicialreview should apply to what kind of
administrativedecision, Congressso rarelydiscloses(or, perhaps,
even has) a view on this subjectas to makea searchfor legislative
intent chimericaland a conclusionregardingthat intent fraudulent
in the mine run of cases.(The statuteat issue in Meadcomplicates
but also underlinesour basic point; althoughthe statute contains
unusualindiciaof legislativeintent, these point in the exactopposite direction from the one the Court took, thus demonstrating
the hazardsof the Court'sapproach.)Given the difficultyof determiningactualcongressionalintent, some version of constructive-or perhapsmore franklysaid,fictional-intent must operate
Afterconsiderin judicialeffortsto delineatethe scope of Chevron.
this
should arise
other
we
aver
that
construction
alternatives,
ing
from and reflect candidpolicy judgments,of the kind evident in
Chevronitself, about the allocation of interpretiveauthoritybetween administratorsand judges with respect to variouskinds of
agency action.
Underneaththe rhetoricof legislativeintent, an approachof this
kind in fact animatesthe Meaddecision,but the Court'sreliance
on the two stock dichotomiesof administrativeprocess failed to
generatethe most appropriatedistributionof interpretivepower.
The Court emphasizedmost heavily the divide between formal
and informalprocedures,suggestingthat, except in unusualcircumstances,only decisions taken in formal proceduralcontexts
merit Chevrondeference.But this preferencefor formalityin ad-
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ministration,even in cases when not statutorilyrequired,fails to
acknowledgethe costs associatedwith the proceduresspecifiedin
the APA,which only have increasedin significancesince that statute's enactment.The Courtsimilarlynoted at times the dividebetween generalityand particularityin administrativedecisionmaking, suggesting that actions exhibiting the former trait should
receive greaterjudicialdeference.But administrativelaw doctrine
long has resisted,for good reason,the temptationto pressurethe
choice betweengeneraland particulardecisionmaking,in light of
the many and fluctuatingconsiderations,usuallybest knownto an
agency itself, relevantto this choice. None of this is to say that
interpretiveauthorityin areasof statutoryambiguityor silence always shouldrest with agencyofficials;it is only to say that in allocating this power in a way consistent with important administrative

values,courtscan do betterthan to rely on the two usual (indeed,
hoary) "either-ors"of agency process.
We contendthat the deferencequestionshouldturnon a different featureof agencyprocess,traditionallyignoredin administrative law doctrine and scholarship-that is, the position in the
agencyhierarchyof the personassumingresponsibilityfor the administrativedecision.More brieflysaid, the Court should refocus
its inquiryfromthe "how"to the "who"of administrative
decision
If
the
of
the
relevant
making.
congressionaldelegatee
statutory
grant of authoritytakes personalresponsibilityfor the decision,
then the agency should command obeisance, within the broad
bounds of reasonableness,in resolvingstatutoryambiguity;if she
does not, then the judiciaryshouldrenderthe ultimateinterpretive
decision.This agencynondelegationprincipleservesvaluesfamiliar from the congressionalbrandof the doctrine,as well as from
Chevronitself: by offering an incentive to certain actors to take
responsibilityfor interpretivechoice, the principleadvancesboth
accountabilityand disciplinein decisionmaking.At the sametime,
the nondelegationprinciple,as appliedin the administrativecontext to determinethe appropriatedeferenceregime, escapes the
well-known difficultiesof the congressionalnondelegationdoctrine: the administrativeprinciple will neither lead to excessive
centralizationnor proveincapableof judicialenforcement.Critical
to this analysisis a more generalphenomenonoften disregarded
in discussionsof administrativelaw, yet highly significantfor the
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creation of doctrine:the interplayof political with judicialconstraintsin shapingagency behavior.
The aspect of institutionaldesign we emphasizehere-call it
the high level/low level distinction-justifies the result the Court
reachedin Mead,but only by fortuity.In other casesour approach
would diverge significantlyfrom the Court's-in grantingdeference even in the absenceof formalityor generalityand,conversely,
in refusingdeferenceeven in the face of these attributes.This approachalso would diverge from Justice Scalia's,given the nearly
unlimiteddeferencehe favors.But oddly enough, we see our approach as in some sense, even if in a sense unrecognizedby the
Justices themselves,present in all of their differentviews on the
issue: becausethis is so, we see some potential for the Court to
move toward,and even converge on, the Chevronnondelegation
doctrinewe advocate.
The article proceedsin five parts. Part I sets the stage by describingthe emergenceafterChevronof issuesrelatingto that decision's reach and summarizingthe contrastingapproachesto these
issues taken in the Mead opinions. Parts II and III are critique.
Part II argues that the Court's reliance on congressionalintent
shouldgive way to a franklypolicy-ladenassessmentof the appropriateallocationof powerin the administrativestate. Part III contends that the underlyingpolicy evaluationof the Courtmisidentifies the criteriathat should govern this allocationby focusing on
the presenceof formalproceduresand generality.PartsIV and V
offer our alternativeapproach.Part IV describesand defendsthe
Chevronnondelegationprincipleas facilitatingresponsibleagency
decisionmaking.PartV appliesour analysisto Meadand discusses
its potentialapplicationin other contexts.
I. BACKGROUND

In the beginning(at least for the purposesof this article),
there was Chevron.The questionin that case concernedwhether
the EnvironmentalProtection Agency (EPA) had acted lawfully
when it issued a rule, in accordancewith applicablenotice-andcommentprocedures,definingthe term "stationarysource"in the
CleanAir Act to referto whole plants,ratherthan each pollutionemittingdevicewithin them. In sustainingthe rule, the Courtpre-
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scribeda by now well-known,two-stepinquiryto governjudicial
review of an agency'sinterpretationof a statute that the agency
administers.The first questionis "whetherCongresshas directly
spoken to the precise question at issue";6if so, the agency must
complywith that judgment.The second question,reachedonly if
Congressfailedto speakclearly,is whetherthe agencyhas adopted
a "reasonable"interpretationof the statute;7if so, the courtsmust
accept that interpretation.
Nearly as soon as Chevronissued,questionsbeganto ariseabout
its reach-in particular,its applicationto agency interpretations
renderedin contextsother than notice-and-commentrulemaking.
The Court in severalsubsequentcases grantedChevrondeference
to interpretivedecisions issued in formal adjudications,8
but the
Court'sfailurespecificallyto addressthe questionleft some lower
courtsand commentatorsuncertainas to whetherall or only some
of these decisionsnow stood beneaththe Chevronumbrella.9The
Courtgave even less guidanceas to whethermore informalagency
interpretations,of both the general and the particularvariety,
should receive Chevrondeference.The rangeof possiblequestions
stretchedas wide as the rangeof decisionalformatsused by agencies. ShouldChevrondeferenceextendto interpretationscontained
in rules exemptedfrom notice-and-commentproceduresby virtue
of their subjectmatter or exigency,but identicalin force to the
rule in Chevron??Shoulddeferenceextendto legal conclusionsin
what Peter Strauss has termed "publicationrules,"11including
generalstatementsof interpretationandpolicyas well as staffmanChevron,467 US at 842.
Id at 845.
8
See, e.g., INS v Aguirre-Aguirre,526 US 415 (1999); ABF Freight System,Inc. v NLRB,
517 US 392 (1996); Fort Stewart Schoolsv FLRA, 495 US 641 (1990).
9 See,
e.g., BobEvans Farms,Inc. v NLRB, 163 F3d 1012, 1018-19 (7th Cir 1998) (holding
that the NLRB's adjudicative decisions merit Chevrondeference only when they have an
inherently rulemaking quality); Trans Union Corp. v FTC, 81 F3d 228, 230-31 (DC Cir
1996) (addressing but not deciding the question whether Chevrondeference applies to the
adjudicationsof an agency lacking rulemaking authority); Robert A. Anthony, WhichAgency
InterpretationsShouldBind Citizensand the Courts?7 Yale J Reg 1, 47-52 (1990) (proposing
a multifaceted scheme for determining which agency adjudications are entitled to Chevron
deference).
10See 5 USC
? 553(a), (b)(B) (stating subject matter and "good cause" exemptions from
notice-and-comment requirements); Merrill and Hickman, 89 Georgetown L J at 905-07
(cited in note 3) (discussing these issues).
1 Peter L. Strauss, The RulemakingContinuum,41 Duke L J 1463, 1467 (1992).
6

7
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uals and instructions,which issue without notice and comment,
but which may form the basisfor enforcementproceedingsagainst
regulated parties?12Should deference extend to interpretations
arising in informal adjudicativesettings, or through the initial issuance of case-specific opinion and no-action letters?13The inquiries
could (and did) go on and on.
Although these questions might appear to be arcana, they are
anything but. Notice-and-comment regulations doubtless have, on
average, both a higher profile and a greater import than other administrative forms of decision. The mass of agency action today,
however, occurs in these other modes. One study showed that well
over 40 percent of even the regulations published in the Federal
Register in the first half of 1987 went into effect without notice
and comment, usually in either overt or implicit reliance on the
APA's "good cause" exemption;14and there is little reason to think
that this percentage has declined since that time. Peter Strauss has
calculated that publication rules appearing in a variety of informal
media take up tens or even hundreds of times the library shelf
space of regulations printed in the Federal Register.15And adjudicative or other particularistic action swamps general regulation in
many agencies, with as many as 95 percent of administrative adjudications occurring without the formal procedures specified in the
APA.16Amid this mass of non-notice-and-comment decision mak-

12
Compare, e.g., WagnerSeed Co. v Bush, 946 F2d 918, 922-23 (DC Cir 1991) (granting
Chevrondeference to interpretive rules), with, e.g., S. Ute Indian Tribe v AmocoProduction
Co., 119 F3d 816, 832-34 (10th Cir 1997) (denying Chevrondeference to interpretive rules),
revd on other grounds, 526 US 865 (1999).
13
Compare, e.g., Owsleyv San Antonio IndependentSch. D., 187 F3d 521 (5th Cir 1999)
(denying Chevrondeference to an opinion letter), with, e.g., Herman v NationsbankTrust
Co., 126 F3d 1354 (llth Cir 1997) (granting Chevrondeference to an opinion letter).
4Juan J. Lavilla, The Good CauseExemptionto Notice and CommentRulemakingRequirements Under the AdministrativeProcedureAct, 3 Admin L J 317, 339-40 nn 86-87 (1989).
Of the 2,061 rules (excluding technical corrections) published in this time period, 900 issued
without notice and comment-547 explicitly relying on the good-cause exemption, 164
implicitly doing so, and 189 resting on another APA exemption. See id. In about onefourth of the good-cause cases, however, the agency requested post hoc comments for consideration prior to the agency's issuing the rule in final form. See id at 412.
S1See Strauss, 41 Duke L J at 1469 (cited in note 11). As Strauss notes, "formally adopted
regulations of the Internal Revenue Service occupy about a foot of library shelf space, but
Revenue Rulings and other similar publications, closer to twenty feet; [and] the rules of
the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), two inches, but the corresponding technical
guidance materials, well in excess of forty feet." Id.
16
See Peter L. Strauss, An Introductionto AdministrativeJustice in the United States 142
(Carolina Academic Press, 1989).
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ing reside some agency actions of great significance,not only to
individualpartiesbut to whole classes of regulatorybeneficiaries
and targets.Whether courtswill acceptagencyresolutionsof statutory ambiguitymadein these variousformsor, alternatively,will
applyindependentjudgmentin such casesthus becomesa principal
question of administrativelaw.
The Supreme Court first addressedthis question directly in
v HarrisCounty.17
The case concernedthe legalityunChristensen
der the Fair Labor StandardsAct of Harris County's policy of
compelling employees to take, rather than continually accrue,
compensatorytime (time off earned in exchange for overtime
worked).18Prior to commencementof the litigation,the Department of Labor'sWage and Hour Division had issued an opinion
letter to the county statingthat the implementationof such a policy would violate the Act. The employeeschallengingthe policy,
as well as the United States,urgedthe Courtto give Chevrondeference to this interpretation.The Courtrefused,contrastingan "interpretationcontainedin an opinion letter" with one "arrivedat
after, for example,a formal adjudicationor notice-and-comment
The former,the Court declared-"like interpretarulemaking."19
tions containedin policy statements,agencymanuals,and enforcement guidelines,all of which lack the force of law"-do not warrant Chevrondeference.20
These modes of agencydecisionmaking
were entitledonly to the "respect"that the half-century-olddecision in Skidmorev Swift & Co. had instructedcourts to give to
agency positions that have (but only those that have) the "power
to persuade."21
Finding the view expressedin the opinion letter
the Court sustainedthe county'spolicy.22
"unpersuasive,"
Meadfollowedhardon Christensen's
heels. Meadinvolveda tariff
classificationruling, issued under the authorityof the Tariff Act
and pursuantregulations.The Tariff Act providesthat the Cus17

529 US 576 (2000).
18The county adopted the policy to avoid paying monetary compensation to employees
who left their jobs with substantial reserves of compensatory time or who exceeded a statutory cap on accrual.
19
529 US at 587.
20 Id.

21323 US 134, 140 (1944).
22

529 US at 587.
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toms Service"shall,under rules and regulationsprescribedby the
Secretary[of the Treasury]... fix the final classificationand rate
of dutyapplicableto [imported]merchandise"23
underthe Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States (HTSUS),24 which sets

forth taxationrates for specifiedcategoriesof imports. The Act
furtherprovidesthat the Secretary"shallestablishand promulgate
such rules and regulations. . . (includingregulationsestablishing
proceduresfor the issuanceof binding rulingsprior to the entry
of the merchandiseconcerned)... as may be necessaryto secure
a just, impartial,and uniformappraisementof importedmerchandise and the classificationand assessmentof duties thereon at the
variousports of entry."25
Accordingto the Secretary'sregulations,
the CustomsService,throughan officialof eitherone of the fortysix port-of-entryoffices or the headquartersoffice, will endeavor,
on request,to "issuea ruling letter setting forth a determination
with respect to a specificallydescribed Customs transaction."26
This letter, fromthe time of issuance,"representsthe officialposition of the CustomsServicewith respectto the particulartransaction ... and is bindingon all CustomsServicepersonnel. . . until
modifiedor revoked."27
Further,the "principle"containedin the
letter
be
cited
as authorityin the dispositionof transruling
"may
actionsinvolvingthe same circumstances."28
But becausea ruling
letter,underthe regulationsin effect at the relevanttime, was subject to changewithout notice to any person except the initial addressee,29the regulationsprovidedthat "no other person should
rely on the rulingletter or assumethat the principlesof that ruling
will be appliedin connectionwith any transactionother than the
one described."30
23 19 USC
? 1500(b).
24

19 USC ? 1202.
? 1502(a).
2619 CFR ? 177.8(a); see 19 CFR ? 177.2(b)(2)(ii)(B).
2719 CFR ? 177.9(a).
2519 USC

28 Id.

29See 19 CFR
? 177.9(c). Subsequent to the Customs decision in Mead, Congress
amended the Tariff Act to provide for public notice and an opportunity to comment prior
to any modification of a ruling in effect for at least sixty days. See 19 USC ? 1625(c). Even
prior to the statutory change, which had no effect on Mead, the Treasury Department's
regulations provided that the Customs Service would give notice to the initial addressee
before modifying a ruling letter and would refrain from retroactively applying the modification to that person except in unusual circumstances. See 19 CFR ? 177.9(d)(2).
3019 CFR ? 177.9(c).
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The Mead Corporation imported "day planners," three-ring
binders with pages on which users could note their daily schedules,
phone numbers and addresses, and the like. If classified as "bound"
"diaries" under the HTSUS, these products were subject to an
import duty; if, conversely, viewed as either not "bound" or not
"diaries," the products could enter the country without any duty
applying.31An initial ruling letter regarding Mead's day planners,
issued at Mead's request by a port-of-entry official, found that
Mead's day planners were not bound diaries and thus not subject
to tariff.32But two subsequent rulings, issued by the director of
the Commercial Rulings Division at Customs Headquarters, found
to the contrary.33Mead accordingly filed suit. Although the Court
of International Trade, the specialized court with jurisdiction over
such challenges, sustained the Customs Service,34the Federal Circuit reversed on appeal, holding that Customs classification rulings
should not receive Chevrondeference.35
Justice Souter's opinion for the Supreme Court reached the
same conclusion as to Chevron,relying on a theory of the Chevron
doctrine as a reflection of congressional intent and at least partially
equating that intent with a preference for proceduralism and generality in agency decision making. Whether Chevronshould govern, the opinion averred, depends on whether "the agency's generally conferred authority and other statutory circumstances" make
apparent that "Congress would expect the agency to be able to
speak with the force of law when it addresses ambiguity in the
statute or fills a space in the enacted law."36Implicitly recognizing
that Congress seldom makes this expectation plain, the Court approved the use of a "variety of indicators" to determine if Congress would want, given statutory ambiguity, an agency's conclusions to control.37Though the opinion refrained from cataloguing
31
Subheadings 4820.10.20, 4820.10.40, of the HTSUS, 19 USC ? 1202.
See NY 864206 (une 19, 1991) (Jean F. McGuire, Area Director, New York Seaport),
1991 US Custom NY LEXIS 344.
33 See
HQ 955937 (Oct 21, 1994), 1994 WL 712863; HQ 953126 (Jan 11, 1993), 1993
WL 68471. The first headquarters ruling followed from a request by the port-of-entry
official for central review of her decision, the second from Mead's own administrative
protest.
3417 F Supp 2d 1004 (1998).
35 185 F3d 1304 (1999).
36121 S Ct at 2172.
37Id at 2176.
32
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these indicators,it suggestedthat chief among them is the degree
of proceduralformalityinvolved in the action. Said the Court,
pointing to both notice-and-commentrulemakingand formaladjudication:"It is fair to assumegenerallythat Congresscontemplatesadministrativeactionwith the effect of law when it provides
for a relativelyformal administrativeproceduretending to foster
... deliberation."38
More submergedbut also presentwithin the
was
to the level of generalityof the agency acreference
opinion
tion: did the decision "bespeakthe legislativetype of activitythat
would naturallybind more than the partiesto the ruling[?]"39
Because the ruling in Mead proceededfrom no formal procedures
and purportedto bind no party other than Mead, only weak,
deferenceshould apply.
Skidmore-style
And so the contoursof Chevronseem set, runningalongsidethe
two greatfaultlines of administrative
law (formalityvs. informality
and generalityvs. particularity),though subjectalwaysto change
in the event that a reviewingcourt sees indiciaof a contrarycongressionaldesire.Proceduralformalitycreatesa usuallysafehaven,
enablingan agency to ensure that a court will defer to, and not
just respectfullyconsider,its judgmentsabout how to proceed in
the face of congressionalsilence. Outside that haven, Chevronremains potentially applicable-"we have," cautioned the Court,
"sometimesfound reasons for Chevrondeference even when no
such administrativeformality was required and none was afforded""4-butless likely to providethe standardof review.The
presumptionagainstdeferencefor informalaction appearsespecially strong when an agency acts in an individualcase only, in
effect adopting the decision-makingparadigm associated with
judgesratherthan legislators.Exactlywhat it takesto reversethis
presumptionthe Court did not say, but even in this reticencelies
the suggestionof a heavy burden.
ForJusticeScalia,in dissent,the questionof deferenceto agency
action,even given its manifoldforms,ought to have been simpler.
In line with his usual preferencefor rules, Scaliaobjectedto the
38Idat 2172.
39Idat 2174.
40Id at 2173 (citing NationsBankof NC, NA v VariableAnnuity Life InsuranceCo., 513 US
251, 256-57, 263 (1995) (deferring, on grounds of long-standing precedent, to the Controller of the Currency's determination to grant a national bank's application to broker
annuities)).
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variability and unpredictability of the Court's analysis;in line with
his frequent taste for executive power, Scalia protested the diminution of agencies' discretion to interpret ambiguous statutory language. For him, a single question was determinative of the deference inquiry (assuming Congress had not said anything explicit
about the matter): was the interpretation in question "authoritative" in the sense that it "represents the official position of the
agency"?41Because the interpretation contained in the Customs
ruling letter met this test-evidenced by the signatures of the Solicitor General of the United States and the General Counsel of
the Department of the Treasury on a brief stating so much-the
Chevrondeference rule should govern.
II.

CONGRESSIONAL INTENT

Mead represents the apotheosis of a developing trend in
Chevroncases: the treatment of Chevronas a congressional choice,
rather than either a constitutional mandate or a judicial doctrine.
In one sense, this new focus is fitting: Congress indeed has the
power to turn on or off Chevrondeference. In another and more
important sense, however, this focus is misdirected. Although
Congress can control applications of Chevron,it almost never does
so, expressly or otherwise; most notably, in enacting a standard
delegation to an agency to make substantive law, Congress says
nothing about the standard of judicial review. Because Congress
so rarely makes its intentions about deference clear, Chevrondoctrine at most can rely on a fictionalized statement of legislative
desire, which in the end must rest on the Court's view of how best
to allocate interpretive authority. Behind all its rhetoric about actual congressional intent, even the Mead Court may have understood these points: Chevronis a congressional doctrine only in the
sense that Congress can overturn it; in all other respects, Chevron
is a judicial construction, reflecting implicit policy judgments
about what interpretive practices make for good government.
The Chevron doctrine began its life shrouded in uncertainty
about its origin. Chevronbarely bothered to justify its rule of deference, and the few brief passages on this matter pointed in disparate
41

Id at 2187.
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directions.Most prominentin the Court'sexplanationwere functional considerations,relatingto the accountabilityand deliberativenessof interpretivedecisions.The Courtstressedthat agencies
had a link, throughthe President,to a public "constituency,"and
averredas well that they would considercomplexregulatoryissues
in a "detailed and reasoned fashion."42These references implied

that the rule of deferencesprangfrom legal processprinciples:in
effect, the Court was creating a common law of judicialreview
responsive to institutionalcompetencies. But interspersedwith
these ideas ran a strandof thought relatingthe deferenceregime
to Congress:here, the Courtemphasizedthat "Congressha[d]delegated policy-makingresponsibilities"to the agency and that in
this context gaps and ambiguityin legislation themselvesmight
count as delegationsto the agency to "elucidate. . . the statute
by regulation."43On this theory, the Court's decision to defer was

an act of obeisanceto congressionaldictate.In the yearsfollowing
Chevron,courtsand commentatorsdiscussedthe deferencerule in
both these ways,44while occasionallyalso arguing that Chevron
arose from separation-of-powers
principles,which favor agencies
over courtsin makingthe policy decisionsinherentin the resolu-

tion of statutory ambiguity.45

In recent Supreme Court decisions, the statutory theory of
Chevronhas become dominant,largely (if, after Mead,ironically)
at the hands of Justice Scalia. In an early law review article on
the subject,Justice Scalia dismissedthe institutionalcompetence
argument,arguingthat it provided"a good practicalreason for
acceptingthe agency'sviews, but hardlya valid theoreticaljustification for doing so."46That theory, Justice Scalia wrote, could
42 467

US at 865-66.

43Id at 865, 845.
44 For discussion of these
competing rationales and their treatment in the courts, see
Merrill and Hickman, 89 Georgetown L J at 867-72 (cited in note 3); John F. Duffy,
AdministrativeCommonLaw in Judicial Review, 77 Tex L Rev 113, 203-07 (1998).
45For variants of this argument, which has received more attention from scholars than
courts, see Douglas W. Kmiec, Judicial Deferenceto ExecutiveAgenciesand the Decline of the
NondelegationDoctrine, 2 Admin L J 269, 278, 287-90 (1988); Kenneth W. Starr, Judicial
Review in the Post-ChevronEra, 3 Yale J Reg 283, 308 (1986); Richard J. Pierce, Jr., The
Role of Constitutionaland Political Theoryin AdministrativeLaw, 64 Tex L Rev 469, 520-24
(1985).
46Antonin Scalia, Judicial Deferenceto AdministrativeInterpretationsof Law, 1989 Duke L
J 511, 514.
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come only from congressional command: "The extent to which
courts should defer to agency interpretations of law is ultimately
a function of Congress's intent on the subject."47The Chevrondeference regime proceeded from this insight along with a preference
for broad rules over case-by-case determinations: Chevronrepresented a presumption that when Congress gave an agency the
power to implement a statute, Congress also gave the agency broad
interpretive authority. In his article, Justice Scalia spoke in realist
terms about this justification, stating that the relevant congressional intent was in fact "fictional."48In his opinions, however, this
concession dropped out of the description. "We accord deference
to agencies under Chevron,"Justice Scalia wrote, "because of a presumption that Congress when it left ambiguity in a statute meant
for implementation by an agency, understood that the ambiguity
would be resolved, first and foremost, by the agency, and desired
the agency (rather than the courts) to possess whatever degree of
discretion the ambiguity allows."49Other Justices acceded to this
claim as the primary basis for Chevrondeference.50
Mead goes a step further, hoisting Justice Scalia on the petard
of his own "valid theoretical justification."51Take a theory emphasizing Chevron'slegislative origins, place that theory in the hands
of Justices not overly concerned with the "rulelike" nature of law,
and the result is a search for actual legislative intent in each instance. Indeed, the Mead Court criticized Justice Scalia's dissent
primarily on the ground that his "efforts to simplify" by using a
presumption would produce results at odds with Congress's
wishes.52For the Court, the scope of Chevrondeference should
emerge from a particularisticconsideration of Congress's views on
this issue.

47Id at 516 (quoting ProcessGas ConsumersGroup v Departmentof Agriculture, 694 F2d
778, 791 (DC Cir 1982) (en banc)). Justice Scalia also rejected the constitutional rationale,
arguing that separation-of-powers principles permitted courts to engage in the kind of policymaking incident to statutory interpretation. See id at 515-16.
48Id at 517.
49
Smiley v Citibank (SD), NA, 517 US 735, 740-41 (1996).
50 See Merrill and Hickman, 89
Georgetown L J at 863 (cited in note 3) ("The Court,
in recent descriptions of the Chevrondoctrine, has rather consistently opted for the congressional intent theory.").
5 Scalia, 1989 Duke L J at 514 (cited in note 46).
52121 S Ct at 2177.
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The Mead Court's emphasis on actual legislative intent serves
one useful, if limited function: it underlines that Congress has ultimate authority over whether and when Chevrondeference should
operate. Scholars occasionally have raised doubts about this proposition, relying on constitutional claims of directly opposing character. If Chevronarises from the Constitution because courts must
refrain from "policymaking,"53or if, conversely, Chevronviolates
the Constitution because courts must possess dispositive power
over "legal interpretation" (the authority "to say what the law
is"54),then Congress could have nothing to say about Chevrondeference one way or the other. But both these arguments are fallacious. The functions of policymaking and legal interpretation in
the context of statutory ambiguity (the only context in which Chevron operates) are so intertwined as to prevent any strict constitutional assignment of the one to agencies and the other to courts.
And even to the extent that the Constitution dictates some separation of these functions, once Congress has designated either the
courts or an agency to resolve statutory ambiguity, other constitutional interpreters should assume, if only by virtue of the doctrine
of constitutional avoidance,55that the resulting scheme involves the
exercise of appropriateauthority.56In focusing on legislative intent,
Mead thus clears away some constitutional underbrush associated
with the Chevrondoctrine and places Congress in its rightful position of control.
But to say that Congress has this authority is not to say that
Congress uses it, and by suggesting the latter as well as the former,
53 For
arguments along this line, see sources cited in note 45.
54Marburyv Madison, 5 US (1 Cranch) 137, 177 (1803). For an argument to this general
effect, see Cynthia R. Farina, StatutoryInterpretationand the Balanceof Powerin the Administrative State, 89 Colum L Rev 452, 476 (1989) ("It is surely a far more remarkable step
than Chevronacknowledged to number among Congress's constitutional prerogatives the
power to compel courts to accept and enforce another entity's view of legal meaning whenever the law is ambiguous.").
TradesCouncil,
55 See EdwardJ. DeBartoloCorpv Florida Gulf CoastBuilding & Construction
485 US 568, 575 (1988) ("[W]here an otherwise acceptable construction of a statute would
raise serious constitutional problems, the Court will construe the statute to avoid such
problems unless such construction is plainly contrary to the intent of Congress."); Ashwander v TVA, 297 US 288, 348 (1936) (Brandeis concurring).
56
Consider Bowsherv Synar, 478 US 714, 749 (Stevens concurring) ("[A]s our cases demonstrate, a particular function, like a chameleon, will often take on the aspect of the office
to which it is assigned. For this reason, '[w]hen any Branch acts, it is presumptively exercising the power the Constitution has delegated to it.' ") (quoting INS v Chadha,462 US 919,
951 (1983)).
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the MeadCourtobscuredthe natureof the judicialtaskinvolvedin
domain.Judgescan put into effectcongressional
definingChevron's
decisionsaboutthe scope of the Chevrondoctrineonly if Congress,
as an initial matter,makesthese decisions.If Congressdoes not,
then the courts, whatever their rhetoric, must resort to other
sources and rely on other methods to shape the law in this area.
And in fact, Congressusuallydoes not makedecisionsaboutChevron review, thus forcing courts to consider how best to fill the
vacuum.
Federalstatutesalmost never speak directlyto the standardof
reviewof an agency'sinterpretations.Congresssurelybelievesthat
the allocation of interpretiveauthorityas between agencies and
courtsrests within its constitutionalprerogatives.And since Chevron, both judges and commentatorsessentiallyhave invited ConYet only a few times has Congress to exercisethis prerogative.57
a
Chevronrule of deferenceso
made
clear
desire
to
the
flip
gress
as to give to courts,ratherthan agencies,primaryinterpretiveauthority.58To be sure, Congress'susualsilence on this mattermay
expressagreementwith a broadrule of deferenceto agencyinterpretations.But this explanationseems improbablegiven (1) Congress'ssimilarpassivityon this issuepriorto Chevron,and (2) Congress's certain appreciation of variety in both administrative
statutes and administrativedecision-makingprocesses. It is far
more likely that Congress,unless confrontinga serious problem
in the exerciseof some interpretiveauthority,simplyfails to think
about this allocationof power between judges and agencies.
Some Justices and scholars may protest that this conclusion
comes too soon. A burgeoningtheoryin Chevronscholarshipholds
that Congress does speak to the issue of interpretiveauthority,
althoughin a kind of code. This argumentposits that when Congress grantsan agencythe power to implementa statutein a way
that has binding legal effect on parties,whether by issuing rules
57 See, e.g., Scalia, 1989 Duke L J at 517 (cited in note 46) (describing Chevronas "a
background rule of law against which Congress can legislate"); Thomas W. Merrill, Judicial
Deferenceto ExecutivePrecedent,101 Yale L J 969, 978 (1992) (referring to Chevronas a
"default rule," which Congress can change).
58
See, e.g., Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act, Pub L No 106-102, 113 Stat 1409 (1999), codified
at 15 USC ? 6714(e) (2000) (providing that in a dispute between federal and state insurance
regulators over the preemptive effect of a federal statute, the court shall decide the issue
"without unequal deference").
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or by conducting adjudications,Congress necessarilygrants the
agency the power to resolve ambiguitiesin the statute.59Stated
otherwise, a delegation to an agency to take action having the
"force of law" as to partieslogically entails a commandthat any
interpretationsmade in the course of that action (but only those
This
interpretations)shouldhave the "forceof law"as to judges.60
in
has
several
recent
Court
decisions.
Supreme
argument appeared
In Christensen,
for example,the Court distinguishedagencyactions
havingthe "forceof law"fromthose lackingthis qualityandstated
that Chevrondeferenceshould extend only to the former.61And
the argumentplayeda significant,if confusing,role in Mead.Although an unadornedversionof the theory cannotexplainthe result in Mead,giventhatthe Customsrulinghadbindinglegal effect
on the partyto whom issued, the Court'sinitial statementof its
holding declaredthat an agencyinterpretation"qualifiesfor Chevron deferencewhen it appearsthat Congress delegatedauthority
to the agencygenerallyto makerules [throughrulemakingor adjudicativeproceedings]carryingthe force of law, and ... the agency
interpretationclaimingdeferencewas promulgatedin the exercise
of that authority."62

59 See Merrill and Hickman, 89
Georgetown L J at 873-89 (cited in note 3); Duffy, 77
Tex L Rev at 199-203 (cited in note 44); Anthony, 7 Yale J Reg at 36-40 (cited in note
9).
60Merrill and Hickman, 89 Georgetown L J at 837 (cited in note 3); Anthony, 7 Yale J
Reg at 3 (cited in note 9).
61
See text accompanying note 20; see also EEOC v Arabian American Oil Co., 499 US
244, 257 (1991) (declining to give deference to the EEOC's interpretation of Title VII
because that statute does not give the EEOC rulemaking authority); Martin v Occupational
Safetyand Health Review Commission,499 US 144, 157 (stating in dicta that the interpretive
rules of an agency lacking rulemaking power are not entitled to "the same deference as
norms that derive from the exercise of...
delegated lawmaking powers").
62 121 S Ct at 2171; see id at 2172 (also making reference to the "force of law"). The
oddity of this statement, given that the ruling letter had the force of law as to the importer
in question, is explicable in either of two ways. First, the Court may have used the phrase
"force of law" here to refer only to an agency action that would have controlling effect
on a reviewing court, as distinct from an action that would have binding legal effect on a
party. But if that is the case, the "force of law" concept is doing no work at all: the Court
might just as well have said that an agency interpretation "qualifies for Chevrondeference
when it appears that Congress delegated authority to the agency generally to make rules
qualifying for Chevron deference," with the question still left open how to determine
whether such a delegation has taken place. Second, the Court may have believed it necessary
for the agency action in question to have binding legal effect not only on the single importer
but on all others in the same position. See id at 2174 (noting that "a letter's binding character as a ruling stops short of third parties"); text accompanying note 39. The Court's position then would comport with Merrill and Hickman's view that to have the "force of law,"
for purposes of Chevron,an agency action must legally bind not only the parties involved,
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But this equation-of delegations to make binding substantive
law through rulemakings or adjudicationswith delegations to make
controlling interpretations of statutory terms-has little to support
it. Contrary to the theory, Congress might wish for an agency, in
implementing a statute, to issue binding rules and orders subject
to an understanding that the courts, in the event of a legal challenge, will review fully any interpretations of ambiguous terms
made in the course of these actions. The power to make binding
substantive law, after all, involves much more than the power to
make controlling interpretations of ambiguous statutory terms; to
deny the agency the latter is in no way to make meaningless the
grant of the former. Indeed, the point here is even stronger. Prior
to Chevron(when the most important regulatory statutes were enacted), Congress must have contemplated (to the extent it thought
about the issue) some division of substantive lawmaking authority
from interpretive authority; the APA's provision on judicial review
permits this division,63and courts at the time put it into practice
in countless administrative law decisions.64
but also "other agency personnel," in the sense that they will treat the action as controlling
in future cases, involving other parties, that raise the same issue. See Merrill and Hickman,
89 Georgetown L J at 908 (cited in note 3). But this reasoning ill comports with ordinary
notions of when a decision has force of law-in Merrill and Hickman's own words, "when,
of its own force and effect, it commands certain behavior and subjects parties to penalties
or sanctions if they violate this command." Id at 881. The reasoning in fact substitutes
the supposed criterion of force of law in the effort to
another criterion-generality-for
determine congressional intent as to deference. We consider later in this part, see text
accompanying notes 68-70, the relationship of generality, as well as of procedural formality,
to understandings of this congressional intent.
63Section 706 of the APA provides that "[t]o the extent necessary to decision and when
presented, the reviewing court shall decide all relevant questions of law [and] interpret
constitutional and statutory provisions." 5 USC ? 706. Some scholars have suggested that
this provision in fact requiresindependent judicial review of interpretive judgments, thus
precluding Chevron deference. See, e.g., Cass R. Sunstein, Law and AdministrationAfter
Chevron,90 Colum L Rev 2071, 2080-81, 2086 (1990); Farina, 89 Colum L Rev at 47273 (cited in note 54). The issue never has troubled the Court unduly, nor do we think it
should. As Sunstein himself concedes, the interpretive decisions that the court shall render
under Section 706 may incorporate some measure of judicial deference; the courts, in other
words, can decide the relevant legal question by holding that the agency is entitled to
deference in some sphere and then policing its limits. See 90 Colum L Rev at 2081 n 46.
The APA thus may well leave the level of deference to the courts, presumably to be decided
according to common law methods, in the event that an organic statute says nothing about
the matter. See John F. Manning, ConstitutionalStructureand Judicial Deferenceto Agency
Interpretationsof Agency Rules, 96 Colum L Rev 612, 635 (1996) (noting that the APA's
provisions on judicial review contain "faint expressions of legislative purpose" and "came
from a tradition that used flexible common law methods to review administrative action").
64 Pre-Chevronlaw on
judicial review was highly complex and variegated, but rarely did
courts provide the equivalent of Chevrondeference to agency interpretations, even when
these interpretations arose in the course of rulemakings or adjudications having binding
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And just as Congressmight desirethis division,Congressmight
desirethe converse:to give interpretiveauthorityto an agencyseparateand apartfrom the powerto issue rules or orderswith independent legal effect on parties.Again, the point follows from an
understandingthat the connectionbetween the power to resolve
statutoryambiguityand the power to issue bindingrulingsunder
that statuteis situationalratherthanlogical,contingentratherthan
necessary.Consider, for example,the National Labor Relations
Board(NLRB),whose adjudicativeordersbecome legally binding
only when broughtto and ratifiedby a court. Perhapsthis statutory structuresignifies,as some scholarshavesuggested,that Congress so distrustedthe NLRB's adjudicationsas to precludelegal
but
interpretationsmade there from receivingjudicialdeference;65
some
this
structure
that
wanted
perhaps
signifies only
Congress
other aspectof the agency'sdecisionmaking-its fact-finding,for
example-subject to prompt judicial review, thus leaving the
NLRB, consistent with both pre- and post-Chevrondecisions,66
with primaryinterpretiveauthoritywhen actingin its adjudicative,
no less than in its legally binding rulemaking,capacity.67
Nor does it aid in the effort to determinecongressionalintent
respecting Chevrondeference to ask, as the Mead Court did,
whether the agency action possesses the attributesof proceduralism and generality. These two aspects of agency action, of
course, overlapbut do not coincidewith "forceof law" effect (as
well as with each other); as the Court discovered,these factors
But more significant,neither
may point in opposing directions.68
effect. For a cogent account of this doctrine, see Merrill, 101 Yale L J at 972-75 (cited in
note 57).
65See Merrill and Hickman, 89 Georgetown L J at 892 (cited in note 3).
66See, e.g., NLRB v Curtin Matheson Scientific,Inc., 494 US 775, 786-87 (1990); Beth
Israel Hospitalv NLRB, 437 US 483, 499 (1978); NLRB v Hearst Publications,322 US 111,
131 (1944).
67
We do not mean to claim here that the nature of a substantive delegation never implies
a congressional intent as to Chevrondeference. To take an extreme example that helps to
make the point, a delegation to the Department of Labor to implement a workplace safety
statute naturally will prevent the Department of Health and Human Services from gaining
deference for its interpretations of that statute. For similar reasons, a very limited delegation
of substantive authority to an agency may suggest a legislative decision as to the impropriety
of granting Chevrondeference. This is to say no more than what every Justice since Chevron
has accepted: that an agency must "administer" a statute to obtain Chevron'sbenefits. See,
e.g., Smiley, 517 US at 739; Chevron,467 US at 865.
68
See text accompanying note 62 (noting that the Customs decision in Mead had binding
legal effect, although lacking generality and procedural formality).
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proceduralformalitynor generalityhas any apparentrelevanceto
the question of actual(as opposed to fictive)legislativeintent. It
may be thought good regulatorypolicy to promotethese traitsby
rewardingthem with Chevrondeference-though in the next part
of this article,we contest this notion. But with all due respect to
Congress, the ascriptionof the "best" regulatorypolicy to that
institution'shandiworkis not a reliable,and thereforenot a usual,
method for reflectinglegislativedesires.And nothing in the structure of administrativestatutessuggests such a policy. As we will
discuss,69
Congresssometimeshas authorizedagenciesto act without proceduralformalityand often has enabled them to choose
betweengeneraland particulardecision-makingmodes. In the areas in whichsuch legal choice exists,Congressneverhas suggested
a differentialscheme of judicialreview(or indeed any other set of
differentialincentives).To the contrary,the provisionon review
in the APA,to takethe most notableexample,cuts acrossall these
distinctions,notwithstandingthat they form the very core of the
statute.70

Our generalpoint regardingthe unreliabilityof attemptingto
define Chevrondoctrinethrougha searchfor congressionalintent
takes a strangetwist in Meaditself, though in the end emerging
all the stronger.The statuteat issue in the case containsunusual
indiciaof legislativeintent regardingjudicialreviewof agencydecisions,thus suggestingthat we have condemnedthe Court'sanalysis too quickly.The problem for the Court is that the statute
appearsto commandthe precise reverse of the Court's holding.
Accordingto the statute, a tariff classificationdecision "is presumed to be correct"in a legal action.71The most naturalunderstandingof this provision,as appliedto a case like Mead,is that
it directsa court to deferto a CustomsServicedeterminationthat
a particularstatutory term encompassesa particularimported
good, unlessin the wordsof Chevronthat determinationis "unreasonable."72
The Court conceivablycould have shown that this interpretationwould overreadthe provision-that, takenin context,
the provisiondoes no more than place the burdenof proof on the
69

See text accompanying notes 102-04.
70See 5 USC ? 706.

7128 USC ? 2639.
72 467 US at 845.
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importer.The Court,however,essayedno such argument,relegating the statute's"presumptionof correctness"languageto a footnote and briefly noting two provisions-one enabling the reviewing court to considernew groundsfor decisionand the other
requiringthe courtto developa record-which not two yearsearlier the Courthad held in no way to precludeChevrondeference.73
The failureof the Court to engage all this languagein any sustainedor coherentway bodesill for a methodof definingChevron's
domainthat focuses on statutoryinterpretation.74
But if the Courtusuallycannotgive contentto the Chevrondoctrine in this way-most importantly,if perhapsnot in Mead,becauseCongressusuallydoes not give the Court the materialto do
so-then how is the Courtto proceed?The Courtinevitablymust
create a set of backgroundrules againstwhich Congresscan (but
shouldnot be expectedto) operate-otherwise put, must establish
a constructivesubstitutefor an actualstatementof legislativedesire.
These defaultrules potentiallycould reflect any of three considerations.First,the Courtcouldappealto constitutionalprinciples.75
Second,the Courtcouldresortto notionsof legislativeself-interest.
Here the Court would select the set of rules most likely to give
Congressthe greatestinfluence,on the theorythat Congress,were
it to considerthe matter,usuallywould preferthese rules to any
other.76And third,the Courtcould referto its own sense of sound
administrative
policy.We believethatthe thirdoptionis alonecapable of sustaininga forthrightandproductivediscussionof the appropriateallocationof interpretiveauthority.
73See UnitedStatesv HaggarApparelCo., 526 US 380, 391 (1999) (discussing the relevance
of 28 USC ?? 2638 and 2640(a) to the Chevroninquiry).
74The Court's cavalier attitude toward the relevant statutory language also suggests a
certain disingenuousness in describing the Chevrondoctrine as a product of legislative decision. See text accompanying notes 85-87.
75See, e.g., Michael Herz, DeferenceRunningRiot:SeparatingInterpretationand Lawmaking
Under Chevron,6 Admin L J 187, 189-90, 202-03 (1992) (invoking constitutionally based
understandings of institutional roles as a reason for the Court to distinguish in deference
analysis between legislative rules and interpretive rules); Randolph J. May, Tug of Democracy:
JusticesPull for America'sSeparationof Powers,Legal Times 51 (July 9, 2001) (applauding
Mead on the ground that its limitation of Chevroncomports with constitutional principles
relating to government structure).
76 Professor Einer
Elhauge offers a complex version of this position in Preference-Estimating StatutoryDefault Rules(forthcoming). He argues that Chevrondoctrine (including Mead)
both should and does allocate authority between courts and agencies in the way best designed to ensure that the resolution of statutory ambiguity will match "current governmental preferences," by which he means policies that Congress would enact into law.
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An appeal to constitutional principles cannot give content to the
Chevron doctrine because the only clear principle does nothing
more than restate the dilemma. We have argued earlier, in accord
with the Court's apparentview, that separation-of-powers law usually neither prohibits nor requires Chevrondeference.77Indeed, this
law fails to suggest even a tiebreaking principle in the event of
congressional silence, given the equally plausible (or implausible)
constitutional claims made on both sides of the deference question.
All the constitutional structure suggests is that Congress has control over the allocation of authority to resolve statutory ambiguity.
But if that is so, the appeal to constitutional norms is a strategy
of infinite regress, as the failure of Congress to exercise its power
forces the Court to look to constitutional principles, which then
merely point back to Congress.
The resort to an implicit legislative intent reflecting legislative
self-interest similarly cannot solve the problem. As an initial matter, the assumption that Congress always (or even usually) wants
the administrative structure that increases its own institutional
power finds little support in either practice or theory.78Consider
the many legislative decisions inconsistent with this assumption:
to delegate broadly to agencies in the first instance, to lodge most
of this power with executive rather than with independent agencies, and to accede to ever greater assertions of presidential control
over the entire sphere of administrativeactivity. As these decisions
reflect, Congress protects its own institutional interests sporadically at best when it allocates governmental authority. And this
frequent "failure" makes perfect sense given that Congress is far
less a unitary institution than a congeries of members with crosscutting partisan, ideological, geographical, and constituency interests. In highly fact-dependent ways, a majority coalition of these
interests often will conflict with and subordinate considerations of
institutional prerogative.
And even if this were not the case, the Court would confront
an impossible task in translating a goal of legislative aggrandizement into a scheme for judicial review of interpretative decisions.
77See text accompanying notes 53-56.
78See Elena Kagan, PresidentialAdministration, 114 Harv L Rev 2245, 2314-15, 2330
(2001); Terry M. Moe and William G. Howell, The PresidentialPower of UnilateralAction,
15 J L Econ & Org 132, 143-48 (1999).
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Congressionalself-interestmay comportwith a deferencerule because Congress more easily can control agencies than courts
through oversight proceedingsand budgetaryand other legislation.79But congressionalself-interestjust as easilymay dictatethe
opposite result because agencies, especially but not exclusively
those in the executivebranch,are subjectto the authorityof the
President, Congress's principal competitor for governmental
power.80Once again, then, Congress'sview on deference (were
Congressto considerthe matter)likelywould hinge on numerous
case-specificand agency-specificvariables,not readilysusceptible
to judicialunderstandingor analysis.
The only workableapproachis the approachthat Chevrontook
in the beginning:to fill in legislativesilence aboutjudicialreview
by makingpolicy judgmentsbasedon institutionalattributes,with
Recall that in
Congressthen free to overrulethese conclusions.81
Chevronthe Court nodded to the idea of a congressionaldelegation, but stressedmore heavilythe virtues of placinginterpretive
decisionsin the handsof accountableand knowledgeableadministrators.This method is endemicin administrativelaw when Congresshas left its intentionsunclear.Consider,for example,Vermont
79See Mark Seidenfeld, SyncopatedChevron:EmphasizingReasonedDecisionmakingin Reviewing Agency Interpretationsof Statutes, 73 Tex L Rev 83, 136 (1994) (arguing that, as
compared with stringent judicial review, Chevron"gives Congress greater control over the
interpretive process").
80 See
Herz, 6 Admin L J at 187 (cited in note 75) (stating that the "rivalrybetween the
legislative and executive branches" should make Congress "prefer relatively stringent judicial review of agency interpretations"). That an agency is formally "independent," in the
sense that the President cannot remove its head at will, may but need not affect the analysis;
Presidents often have a good deal of actual control over independent agencies-sometimes
more than they have over executive branch agencies-by virtue of their appointments and
other powers.
Judge Posner and Professor Landes make a different argument to the same ultimate
effect in claiming that an enacting Congress may desire strict judicial review "in order to
assure that the agency, in its eagerness to serve the current legislature, will not stray too
far from the terms of the legislative 'deal"' that the agency is charged with implementing.
See William M. Landes and Richard A. Posner, The IndependentJudiciary in an InterestGroupPerspective,18 J L & Econ 875, 888 (1975).
81 Cass Sunstein has described the Court's task in much this
way. In Sunstein's words:
[I]f Congress has not made a clear decision one way or the other [on the question
of deference], the choice among the alternatives will call for an assessment of
which strategy is the most sensible one to attribute to Congress under the circumstances. This assessment is not a mechanical exercise of uncovering an actual legislative decision. It calls for a frankly value-laden judgment about comparative
competence.
Sunstein, 90 Colum L Rev at 2086 (cited in note 63).
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YankeeNuclear Power Corp v NRDC82 (which held that agencies,
but not courts, may add to the APA's procedural requirements)
and SEC v CheneryCorp83(which held that agencies may choose to
proceed by adjudication rather than rulemaking free from judicial
constraint). These decisions at least implicitly concede the indeterminacy of statutory language and focus on the policy consequences
of placing certain kinds of decisions in the hands of administrative
or judicial actors. Regardless whether the Court attempts to frame
these efforts to promote better lawmaking as "interpretive," they
are in fact judicial constructions. But that is not to say they should
arouse suspicion. When Congress has not spoken to the allocation
of authority between courts and agencies, the choice inevitably falls
to courts, and courts can do no better than assess how and when
different institutions promote accountable and considered administrative governance.84
Indeed, this approach lies beneath Mead's surface rhetoric about
congressional intent, even though the Court cannot bring itself to

put the matterplainly.85When the Court says that "[i]t is fair to

assume generally" that Congress intends for the courts to give
Chevrondeference to agency actions emerging from formal procedures because these procedures "foster . . . deliberation,"86the
82435 US 519
(1978).

83332 US 194
(1947) (CheneryII).
84The APA's provision on judicial review, discussed in note 63, fairly invites, though
does not require, such policy-based analysis. The very open-endedness of this provision
suggests that, in the absence of an organic statute to the contrary, courts should set the
level of deference in accordance with common law methods, which (as the examples in the
text suggest) may include consideration of comparative institutional attributes and their
relation to interpretation. Consider Manning, 96 Colum L Rev at 635 (cited in note 63)
(noting that courts since the APA have "draw[n] upon their own sensibilities" about good
government in giving content to that statute's judicial review provision).
85Justice Breyer, in extrajudicial commentary, years ago made the identical point about
judicial decisions defining the scope of review of agency interpretations:
For the most part courts have used "legislative intent to delegate the law-interpreting function" as a kind of legal fiction. They have looked to practical features of
the particular circumstance to decide whether it "makes sense," in terms of the
need for fair and efficient administration of that statute in light of its substantive
purpose, to imply a congressional intent that courts defer to the agency's
interpretation.
Stephen Breyer, Judicial Review of Questionsof Law and Policy, 38 Admin L Rev 363, 370
(1986); see text accompanying note 48 (noting Justice Scalia's recognition that the delegation rationale for Chevronis fictional).
86121 S Ct at 2172.
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Court is makingits own determinationof when agencies should
be "assume[d]generally"to make better interpretivedecisions
than can courts.And when the Court, againostensiblyas a matter
of statutoryinterpretation,askswhetherthe agencyinterpretation
"bespeak[s]. . . legislativetype of activity,"87binding more than
the partiesin a single proceeding,the Courtis followingthe same
course.Perhapsthe Court attributesits policy judgmentsto Congressto emphasizethat Congresscan reversethe decision.Perhaps
the Court does so to emphasizethe "judicial"natureof what it is
doing. Perhaps,and least generouslyunderstood,the Court does
so to cloakjudicialaggrandizement;
it may be no coincidencethat
when ceding power in Chevron,the Court spoke the languageof
policy, whereaswhen reclaimingpower in Mead,the Court abandoned this language.The explanation,in the end, is of no great
importance.What mattersis that the Court'srhetoricnot becloud
the essentialnature of its judgment,and that this judgmentnot
escapeevaluationon its actual,policy-basedterms.We accordingly
turn to that analysis.
III. PROCEDURALISMAND GENERALITY

Because the Mead Court's discussion of policy issues is
veiled, it is susceptibleof two readings.On one interpretation,
whichJustice Scaliaadopts,Meadsuggestsan unstructured,caseby-caseinquiryinto whetherdeferenceto an agencyinterpretation
"makesbest sense." If courts take this approach,it will prove
harmful,given the need for clarityand predictabilityin Chevron
doctrine.But this understandingof Meadmisseswhat is most significantaboutthe decision.A truerinterpretationwould recognize
in Meadtwo dominant(thoughnot congruent)dichotomies,widely
used in administrativelaw-the first, and most notable, between
proceduralformalityandinformality,andthe secondbetweengeneral and particularaction.Meadrewardsmore formaland general
formsof decisionmaking-particularly,notice-and-commentrulemaking-in the implicit hope that these forms will correspond
with accountabilityand disciplinein administrativedecisionmaking. In encouragingagenciesto adoptthese forms,Meadthreatens
87Id at 2174.
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to impose substantialcosts-to diminishneeded flexibilityin, and
enhanceexistingpathologiesof, the administrativesystem.And as
we will discussin the remainderof this article,in linkingdeference
to these forms,Meadfailsto serveas well as it could the veryvalues
that underlieit.
Meadnaturallylendsitselfto interpretationas a classicadhoc balancingdecision,andso a partialreversionto the doctrineof judicial
review that prevailedbefore Chevron.The Court advertedto the
"multifarious"
natureof administrative
actionanddeclaredasits aim
"totailordeferenceto variety."88
The Courtrefusedto articulateany
on
the
that
none
couldcapturethe rangeof contest,
simple
ground
The opinionthus
siderationsrelevantto the questionof deference.89
more
than
for
provides
enoughmaterial (and,indeed,seemsto revel
in)JusticeScalia'scritique:"The CourthaslargelyreplacedChevron
... withthattestmostbelovedby a courtunwillingto be heldto rules
(andmost fearedby litigantswho wantto knowwhatto expect):th'
ol' 'totalityof the circumstances'test."90This approachwouldbear
more than a passingresemblanceto the law that Chevronreplaced.
AlthoughMeaddoes not revivethe distinctionbetweenpure questionsof lawandmixedquestionsoflawandfactthatin partdetermined
the level of deferencepriorto Chevron,91
the "itall depends"attitude
thatJustice Scaliasaw as pervadingMeadfeaturednotablyin preChevron
doctrine,whichalsotook into accountthe scopeandnature
of the delegation,92
the importanceandcomplexityof theinterpretive
the
andthe thoroughquestion,93 degreeof the agency'sexpertise,94
ness andhistoryof the agency'sinterpretation.95
88Id at 2176. Although Justice Souter wrote Mead, the part of the opinion most fully
expounding this approach echoes Justice Breyer's scholarly writing. See Breyer, 38 Admin
L Rev at 377 (cited in note 85) (arguing that Chevron"cannot reasonably apply to all questions of statutory interpretation . . . [because] the way in which [these] questions . . . arise
are too many and too complex to rely upon a single simple rule to provide an answer").
89
See, e.g., 121 S Ct at 2173 ("That said, and as significant as notice-and-comment is
in pointing to Chevronauthority, the want of that procedure here does not decide the case,
for we have sometimes found reasons for Chevrondeference even when no such administrative formality was required and none was afforded.").
90Id at 2178 (Scalia dissenting).
91
See, e.g., Hearst Publications,322 US at 130.
92
See, e.g., Skidmore,323 US at 137; Pittston StevedoringCorp.v Dellaventura, 544 F2d
35, 49-50 (2d Cir 1976) (Friendly, J).
93 See,
e.g, PackardMotor Car Co. v NLRB, 330 US 485, 491-93 (1947).
94
See, e.g., Pittston, 544 F2d at 50.
95 See,
e.g., Packard,330 US at 492; Skidmore,323 US at 140.
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Were this understandingof Meadaccurate,we wouldjoinJustice
Scaliain lamentingthe absenceof clarityand predictabilityin the
new doctrine.The problemwith an absence of structurein this
sphere is not what Justice Scalia has stressed in the past-that
Congressmust have a stablebackgroundrule againstwhich to legislate.96Given the scarce interest Congress has demonstratedin

the judicial review of agency interpretations,97such solicitude is
wasted. The real problem concerns "litigants," as Justice Scalia
noted in Mead-and, more particularly, the administrative agencies. Unclear law regarding judicial review no doubt would lead
potential challengers of administrative action to make more errors
in their selection of cases, but many of these parties would prefer
unpredictability to near-automatic deference. For agencies, the
shift in doctrine would count as no such mixed blessing. Agencies
factor the scope of judicial review into their decisions, and uncertainty on this score would result in both excess caution and wasted
effort.98And this problem is not one for agencies alone, but for
the public as well. As the uncertainties associated with "hard look"
review of an agency's decision-making processes have shown,99
these consequences can exact a considerable toll on an agency's
ability to perform coherently and effectively its regulatory mission.
But properly read, Mead imposes far more structure on the deference inquiry than this critique implies: Mead in fact counsels an
administrativelaw variant of "categorical balancing." As noted earlier, the Court establishes safe harbors, defined by the kind of procedure an agency uses, within which interpretations will receive
Chevrondeference; whenever an agency engages in either noticeand-comment rulemaking or formal adjudication, the agency will
96 See
Scalia, 1989 Duke L J at 517 (cited in note 46) (praising Chevronon the ground
that "Congress now knows that the ambiguities it creates .. . will be resolved, within the
bounds of permissible interpretation, not by the courts but by a particular agency, whose
policy biases will ordinarily be known").
97See text accompanying notes 57-58.
98Nor does the
availability of Skidmoredeference assist on this score. Even if Skidmore
deference amounts to something more than a court saying "we will defer to the agency if
we believe the agency is right," the application of Skidmoredeference depends so much on
context and circumstance-the kind of agency, the kind of issue, the kind of decision-as
to preclude an agency from relying on it.
9 See Jerry L. Mashaw and David L. Harfst, Regulationand Legal Culture: The Case of
Motor VehicleSafety, 4 Yale J Reg 257, 315-16 (1987) (discussing the adverse consequences
to traffic safety regulation arising from the uncertainties involved in hard look review).
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know thatits reasonableresolutionof statutoryambiguitywill govern.100
Althoughleavingsome uncertaintyoutsidethese categories,
the Courtalso indicatesthat in this spherean absenceof generality
will deprivean agency of any real possibilityof interpretivecontrol.101Questions of course remain-the resultingstructurelacks
the rigorouslyrulelikenatureof Chevron-but no agency counsel
will findherselfat a loss when askedto renderadviceon the consequences, for purposesof judicialreview, of taking administrative
action in a particularform. To a greaterextent thanJustice Scalia
acknowledgedin Mead,his repeatedadmonitionsaboutthe importance of predictabilityin Chevrondoctrinehave entered the consciousnessof the Court.
The criticalquestionin evaluatingMeadthus has to do with the
consequencesof selecting the categoriesnoted above as a way to
give structure to Chevrondoctrine. Administrativestatutes, of
course, often allow agenciesto take action without formalprocedures.The APA, which controls agency processesin the absence
of more specificstatutoryprovisions,exemptsrulemakingfromnotice and commentwhen the rule concernscertainsubjectmatters
or takes certain forms or, more generally,when the agency has
simigood cause to dispensewith this proceduralrequirement;102
larly,the APApermitsdeviationfrom formalityin adjudicationexcept when the applicableorganic statute requiresa hearing and
And administraperhapsalso an "on the record"determination.103
tive law, ever since Chenery,has left to agencies,againin the absence of a statute addressingthe matter,the decision whether to
proceedby generalrulemakingor by more particularadjudicative
processes.104Mead exerts pressureon an agency selecting among
100See text
accompanying note 38.
101See text
accompanying notes 39-40. This is not to say that generality will ensure
Chevrondeference in the absence of formal procedures; the Court's slighting reference to
interpretive rules-that they "enjoy no Chevronstatus as a class," 121 S Ct at 2174-makes
clear that generality alone often will not suffice. The point here is only that Mead, in
addition to favoring formality over informality in procedures, expresses a preference for
general over particular decision-making forms.
102
See 5 USC ? 553(a), (b)(A), (b)(B).
103
See id at ? 554(a); compare SeacoastAnti-PollutionLeague v Costle,572 F2d 872 (1st
Cir 1978) (requiring formality when another statute requires a hearing) with ChemicalWaste
Management, Inc. v EPA, 873 F2d 1477 (DC Cir 1989) (requiring formality only when
another statute requires an "on-the-record" hearing).
'04332 US at 201.
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these legal optionsby meansof denyingthe agencya valuedbenefit if it proceedsin one way rather than the other; the decision
thus effectivelynarrowsthe scope of administrativediscretionover
(otherwiseand previously)legitimatedecision-makingmodes. We
think this judicialchannelingunfortunate.
Consider the matter of formal (includingnominallyinformal,
notice-and-comment)procedures.Two different argumentscan
support giving peculiarlydeferentialtreatmentto agency action
that emergesfrom formalprocess.The first is essentiallyprophylactic in nature.Under this rationale,withholdingChevrondeference from agency action that lacks a formal proceduralpedigree
ensuresthat agencieswill providesuch procedureswhen the law
so requires.The secondargumentis straightforwardly
preferential.
On this reasoning,an agency should reap a benefit (deferential
review)for acting throughformalproceduresbecausethis kind of
decision makingbetter serves accountabilityand deliberativevalues. Whereas the first rationaleintends merely to keep agencies
within legal bounds, the second aims to influencethe mannerin
which agenciesexerciselegal choice.
The prophylacticargumentis insufficientto justifythe decision.
The problem to which the prophylaxisrespondsis of uncertain
dimension; although courts sometimes invalidateadministrative
action for failing to comply with the APA's (or other statutes')
no evidencepoints to systematicevasionof
requiredprocedures,105
the law in this area.106
More important,a prophylacticremedydoes
little except guaranteeoverenforcement.In any case in which a
partycan claim that an agency'sinterpretationof a statuteshould
not receive Chevrondeference,the party also can claim that the
interpretationarose from an illegal (becausenot sufficientlyformal) set of procedures.Nothing about this claim makesit peculiarly difficultfor either a partyto prove or a court to vindicate:
the claim, for example,involvesno explorationof motive or ma105See, e.g., United States TelephoneAssociationv FCC, 28 F3d 1232 (DC Cir 1994); Community Nutrition Institute v Young,818 F2d 943 (DC Cir 1987).
106We do not mean to deny here that agencies happily avail themselves of exceptions to
formal procedural requirements, and indeed that they actively look for opportunities to do
so. See Thomas 0. McGarity, Some Thoughtson "Deossifying"the RulemakingProcess,41
Duke L J 1385, 1393-96 (1992). But if the Court's aim in Mead is to deter these perfectly
legal avoidance practices, then the rationale of the decision is, in the terminology we used
above, more preferential than prophylactic. We address this reasoning in the next few
paragraphs.
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nipulation of hazy standards.Direct policing thus should safeguard
adequately against violations of procedural law; the Mead rule
works, in addition, only to promote thick proceduralism when it
is not required.
This simple promotion of proceduralism disregards the considerations underlying the APA's exemptions from formal requirements. The "good cause" exception to notice-and-comment rulemaking, for example, arose from a recognition that the "public
interest," in the language of the statute-more specifically, the interest in fulfilling the agency's statutory mission-might call for
more expedition than rulemaking procedures permit and thus less
The same section's exception for
participation than they require.107
interpretive rules similarly acknowledged the common need of
agencies to interpret a statute without the delays involved in notice
and comment, along with the strong interest of regulated parties
in learning of these interpretations in advance of an enforcement
action.108By depriving the rules issued under these exceptions of
Chevrondeference, Mead increases the likelihood that agencies will
use notice and comment where it is inappropriate or that they will
forgo any announcement of their interpretive views prior to embarking on enforcement. Much the same holds true in the sphere
of adjudication, as Mead pushes toward greater proceduralism even
when the matter at issue and the surrounding context suggest that
informality better advances statutory objects. Mead, in short, upsets
a balance reflected in the APA (as well as in other administrative
procedure provisions) between procedural formality and procedural informality. The decision recognizes the values that counsel
the former, but not the countervailing values that counsel the
latter.
The dangers of this one-sidedness emerge starkly when account
is taken of the current rulemaking context, which we and many

107

5 USC ? 553(b)(B).

108See 5 USC ? 553(b)(A)
(using the term "interpretative" rules). As Judge Posner ex-

plained in Hoctorv United States Departmentof Agriculture,82 F3d 165 (7th Cir 1996), "the
agency would be stymied in its enforcement duties if every time it brought a case on a
new theory it had to pause for a bout, possibly lasting several years, of notice and comment
rulemaking";given that this is so, and the true alternative to an interpretive rule is therefore
often not a notice-and-comment rule but a simple enforcement action preceded by no rule
at all, the agency does regulated interests "a favor if it announces the interpretation in
advance of enforcement." Id at 167, 170.
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others view as, even without Mead, too formal.109The story behind
the so-called ossification of notice-and-comment rulemaking is by
now familiar. To increase the influence of underrepresented interests, as well as to facilitate "hard look" judicial review, courts interpreted the APA, contrary to the design of its drafters, to compel
agencies to conduct full-scale "paper hearings," involving extensive and often repeated notice of a proposed rule to affected
groups, provision to them of the factual and analytical material
supporting the rule, and detailed responses to any group's adverse
comment or alternative proposal.110These procedures consume
significant agency time and resources and thereby inhibit needed
regulatory (or, for that matter, deregulatory) initiatives. Mead inevitably will channel additional agency action into this already overburdened administrative mechanism, as agencies sometimes adopt
notice-and-comment procedures for no other reason than to gain
Chevron deference.11 By placing this new strain on notice and
comment, Mead exacerbates a systemic problem impeding the development of optimal regulatory programs.
Even the ostensible virtues of notice-and-comment procedures
are today open to serious question. As practiced in the shadow of
the courts, notice and comment often functions as charade-or
what one administrativeexpert has called "Kabuki theater."'2 The
more courts have required agencies to give detailed notice of proposed regulatory action to interest groups, the more pressure agen109See, e.g., Jerry L. Mashaw and David L. Harfst, The Strugglefor Auto Safety (Harvard,
1990); McGarity (cited in note 106); Richard J. Pierce, Jr., Seven Ways to DeossijyAgency
Rulemaking,47 Admin L Rev 59 (1995); Paul R. Verkuil, RulemakingOssification-a Modest
Proposal,47 Admin L Rev 453 (1995).
110
See, e.g., HorseheadResourceDevelopmentCo., Inc. v Browner, 16 F3d 1246, 1267-69
(DC Cir 1994); Solite Corp. v EPA, 952 F2d 473, 484 (DC Cir 1991); Portland Cement
Associationv Ruckelshaus,486 F2d 375, 394 (DC Cir 1973).
11 We do not mean to say that agencies always will adopt this course when they have a
choice between formal and informal procedures; given the cost of formal procedures, they
may do so only on the margin. Cf. text following note 165 (discussing the impact of our
alternative deference regime on agency decision making). We mean only to say that some
shift will occur and that it runs in the wrong direction.
112
Professor E. Donald Elliott, a former General Counsel of the EPA, has written:
No administratorin Washington turns to full-scale notice-and-comment rulemaking when she is genuinely interested in obtaining input from interested parties.
Notice-and-comment rulemaking is to public participation as Japanese Kabuki
theater is to human passions-a highly stylized process for displaying in a formal
way the essence of something which in real life takes place in other venues.
Re-InventingRulemaking,41 Duke L J 1490, 1492 (1992).
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cies have felt to complete the bulk of their work prior to the onset
of the rulemaking process. And the more work agencies put into
their proposals, the less flexibility they show during rulemaking to
respond to the concerns of affected parties. At the same time,
notice-and-comment rulemaking today tends to promote a conception of the regulatory process as a forum for competition
among interest groups, rather than a means to further the public
interest.113This is not a necessary result of participatory opportunities, which may provide agencies with valuable information and
prevent the factional domination of policymaking that sometimes
occurs in nonpublic settings. But as ritualized by the courts and
as appropriated by interest groups more than ever divorced from
their nominal constituents,14 notice and comment has taken on
the aspect of an end in itself, both symbolizing and amplifying all
that the public finds most distasteful in government. These facets
of the process make Mead's preference for procedural formality all
the more doubtful.
The case against Mead's secondary distinction, between general
and particularagency action, is shorter and simpler, in part because
it mirrors the half-century-old reasoning of CheneryII. In suggesting that informal agency action should get Chevrondeference
only (though not necessarily) when that action has a "legislative"
qualityl15-or, otherwise put, when the action formally binds parties outside the proceeding-Mead appears to assume that generally applicable agency action betokens more considered judgment
than action limited in its operation. This notion, in turn, may derive from two lines of reasoning: that the process of reflecting on
a general rule forces an agency to engage in more comprehensive
analysis,16 or that the decision to issue a general rule shows a
113 For discussion of these
disparateunderstandings of the administrativeprocess, see Cass
R. Sunstein, Interest Groupsin American PublicLaw, 38 Stan L Rev 29, 31-35 (1985).
114
See Theda Skocpol, AdvocatesWithoutMembers:The RecentTransformationof American
Civic Life, in Theda Skocpol and Morris P. Fiorina, eds, Civic Engagementin American
Democracy461, 498-504 (Brookings, 1999).
15 121 S Ct at 2174.
116
See Richard J. Pierce, Jr., Two Problemsin AdministrativeLaw: PoliticalPolarityon the
District of ColumbiaCircuitandJudicial Deterrenceof AgencyRulemaking,1988 Duke LJ 300,
308 ("Rulemaking yields higher-quality policy decisions than adjudication ... because it
encourages the agency to focus on the broad effects of its policy rather than the often
idiosyncratic adjudicative facts of a specific dispute.").
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But as the
firmer commitmentby the agency to the decision.117
APA impliedin providingfor both adjudicationsand rulemaking,
and as CheneryII stated, an agency decision to proceed case by
case may reflecta deeplyreasonedjudgmentthat this methodwill
promotethe sensibledevelopmentof law in an area,eitherbecause
the issuesare inherently"specializedandvarying"or becausethey
are too new to suggestan appropriategeneralresolution.18In using this method, the agencyshowsno more uncertaintyaboutthe
choice it has made in the given case-which is the only choice to
which a court would defer under Chevron-than a court does in
deciding to cabin a holding. The denial of deference on this
ground, ratherthan promotingmore "serious"agency decisions,
thus encouragesa form of decision makingthat in some contexts
will produce overbroad, premature, or otherwise ill-advised
judgments.
The perverseincentivesthat Meadcreatesemerge from a considerationof that very case. To obtain Chevrondeferenceunder
Mead,the Customs Servicewould have to forgo issuing a ruling
letter as to a specificimportin favorof announcinga generalview,
"bespeak[ing]. . . legislative. . . activity,"119on the meaning of
the relevanttariff classification.120
More, this general interpretive
view would haveto arisefrom full-scalenotice-and-commentprocedures.At the least, this mode of proceedingwould entail substantialtime and expense,no less adverseto the importer'sthan
to the agency'sinterests.In addition,this method might produce
worseresults,insensitiveto the varyingwaysand contextsin which
the interpretivequestion might arise in the future. It is, indeed,
hardto see who would supporta move from the currentfast,inex"7Thomas Merrill and Kristin Hickman appear to take this view in support of their
claim, essentially adopted in Mead as to informal (though not formal) adjudication, that an
agency action must control more than the immediate case to qualify for Chevrondeference.
See note 62. On their reasoning, "[i]t would be extremely odd to give [adjudicative]decisions greater legal force in court than they have within the agency itself." See Merrill and
Hickman, 89 Georgetown L J at 908 (cited in note 3).
118332 US at 203.
19 Id at 2174.
120
Perhaps alternatively (if the Tariff Act permitted), the Customs Service could amend
its procedural rules to provide for formal adjudications in tariff cases and thereby obtain
Chevrondeference. But because the agency probably would have to adopt this procedure
across the board, this "option" seems a non-starter.
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pensive,and precedent-basedyet flexiblemethod of makingtariff
classificationsto a methodthatrelieson notice-and-commentrulemaking.Yet that shift is preciselywhat Meadencourages.
And even beyond these harmfulconsequences,there is a simple
reasonto rejectMead'sfocuson formalityandgenerality:the availabilityof an alternativeapproachthat betterservesthe administrative valuesthe Court is using these proxiesto further.As we have
suggested,the Court'sfocus appearsto follow from the view that
deferenceshould dependon whetheragencyaction has a connection to the public and whetherthat actionresultsfrom disciplined
consideration.As the next part of this articlewill make clear,we
agree with that view. We think, however,that the categoriesthe
Court selects are not the best suited to make these inquiries.The
Court's approach,when measuredagainstthe values of accountabilityand discipline,denies deferenceto actionsthat have earned
it and gives deferenceto actions that do not deserveit. The approachmakesthe judiciarythe principaldecisionmakerwhen the
agency should be, and vice versa.We turn now to consideration
of an alternativetest, which better matches these values-a test
that makesdeferencedependenton the "responsibility"
of the administrativeofficial making the decision or, otherwise put, on
nondelegation.
IV.

CHEVRON AND DELEGATION

In hinging Chevrondeferenceon the usual "hows"of administrativeprocess (whether "the agency"has acted with sufficient proceduralismor generality),the MeadCourtdisregardedthe
"who"of that process(whatofficialwithinthe agencyhas assumed
responsibilityfor a decision).The legal rule that the Court fashioned rendersessentiallyirrelevantwhethera decisioncomes from
a cabinetsecretaryor a civil servant.The Court'sapproachtreats
agencies as unitaryactors-each an undifferentiated"blackbox,"
from which decisionsissue impersonally.But agenciesare multifacetedorganizations,madeup of diverseactorswith diverseattributes and orientations.121
And,in particular,agenciesarehierarchi121
Several administrativelaw scholars have focused on the internal functioning of agencies
and particularlyon the diverse perspectives that diverse actors within the bureaucracybring
to bear on policymaking. See Jerry Mashaw, BureaucraticJustice: Managing Social Security
Disability Claims (Yale, 1983); Thomas 0. McGarity, ReinventingRationality:The Role of
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cally structuredorganizationsin which differentlevels of actors
respondto differentconstraintsandincentives,thus makingdifferent decisions,and in turn provokingdifferentreactionsfrom outside parties.Personswho work in agencies,as well as those who
seek to influencethem, know that upper- and lower-levelactions
often diverge. Perhapsonly the courts, among those concerned
with administration,routinely neglect this aspect of internal

agency structure.122The courts, as exemplified in Mead, thus fail
to create doctrine that appropriately responds to and influences
critical methods and norms of agency decision making.
Our approach to Chevronwould shift the inquiry by focusing on
who within an agency has made a decision.123Under this approach,
Chevron'squestion of institutional choice (should a judge or agency
exercise interpretive power in areas of statutory ambiguity?) would
turn on a question of institutional design (to whom has the agency
assigned decision-making functions?).124The agency would wrest
primary interpretive authority from the courts if but only if a particular agency official-the official Congress named in the relevant
delegation-personally assumed responsibility for the decision
prior to issuance. The courts would retain primary interpretive au-

RegulatoryAnalysis in the Federal Bureaucracy(Cambridge, 1991). But none, so far as we
know, has tied this inquiry to the Chevronquestion or to other doctrines of judicial review.
122 There are a few
exceptions. Administrative law has shown awareness of this issue in
considering the appropriate structure for handling adjudicatory proceedings. In this area,
courts long have debated the relative benefits of insulating adjudicators from or, alternatively, subjecting them to the control of higher-ranking policymakers. See Ronald A. Cass,
Allocationof AuthorityWithin Bureaucracies:
EmpiricalEvidenceand NormativeAnalysis,66 BU
L Rev 1, 5-9, 29-36 (1986) (reviewing the debate). In addition, courts occasionally have
considered the level of decision making within an agency in the context of deciding whether
an agency action is sufficiently final to require the use of notice-and-comment procedures.
See Natl AutomaticLaundry & Cleaning Councilv Schultz, 443 F2d 689 (DC Cir 1971).
123Certain
legal doctrines outside the area of administrative law recognize the relevance
of how institutions structure their internal decision making and, more particularly,whether
a given decision emanates from a high- or a low-level official. The law of municipal liability
under Section 1983, for example, depends in part on whether a high policymaker made
the decision for which the plaintiff seeks damages. See City of St. Louis v Praprotnik,485
US 112 (1988); see also Peter H. Schuck, MunicipalLiabilityUnderSection1983: SomeLessons
from Tort Law and OrganizationTheory,77 Georgetown L J 1753, 1772-79 (1989) (criticizing this standard on the ground that much municipal policymaking occurs at the street
level).
124
Two scholars recently have contrasted the questions of institutional choice (as between
the courts and Congress) and institutional design (within Congress itself) in discussing
congressional interpretation of the Constitution. See Elizabeth Garrett and Adrian Vermeule, InstitutionalDesign of a ThayerianCongress,50 Duke L J 1277 (2001). Their analysis
does not, as ours does in the administrative context, make the former turn on the latter.
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thority (subject only to Skidmore-styledeference) if, alternatively,
this named person passed her decision-making authority to lowerlevel officials. In short, decisions that statutory delegatees make
their own would receive Chevron deference, and decisions they
delegate would not.125We call this the Chevron nondelegation
doctrine.126
In this part, we first flesh out the proposal and then turn to its
normative basis. The initial task involves specifying in detail the
institutional design characteristicsthat should trigger Chevrondeference: the identity of the decision maker and the mode and timing
of her decision. As we lay out the proposed prerequisites for Chevron deference, we will discuss rationales for the choices we make,
but more to demonstrate the cogency and realism of our standard
than to present affirmative reasons for its adoption. We then will
offer the normative case, explaining how our standard would promote appropriatelyaccountable and considered decision makingmuch as the congressional nondelegation doctrine is intended to
do-by pushing responsibility toward (and away from) certain officials. This argument inevitably raises the question whether an
administrative nondelegation doctrine would suffer from the same
flaws that have made its legislative counterpart so weak. We accordingly close this part by showing that the different context and
way in which our standardoperates ensure that it will neither over125A more dramatic version of this
approach would save Chevrondeference for cases in
which the President has assumed some responsibility for an administrative decision. One
of us has suggested just such a revision of Chevrondoctrine, implemented primarily through
a distinction between executive branch and independent agencies. See Kagan, 114 Harv L
Rev at 2372-80 (cited in note 78). The normative case for this change has distinct similarities to the one we lay out here, but this greater revision depends on contested understandings of the role of the President within administration that do not enter into the analysis
offered in this article.
126Our
approach has affinities to several constitutional decisions that suggest a link between the courts' posture toward a governmental decision and the identity of the institution
responsible for that decision. See Laurence H. Tribe, American ConstitutionalLaw 167787 (Foundation, 2d ed 1988) (discussing these decisions). In Hampton v Mow Sun Wong,
426 US 88 (1976), for example, the Court invalidated on equal protection grounds the Civil
Service Commission's ban on the federal employment of aliens, but suggested that Congress
or the President might impose such a ban consistently with the Constitution. See also
Regentsof the Universityof Californiav Bakke, 438 US 265 (1978) (Powell concurring) (rejecting an affirmative action policy in part because the state's Board of Regents, rather
than the legislature, had adopted it). These decisions effectively prevent a legislature from
delegating certain kinds of decisions to certain kinds of institutions. Our proposed nondelegation doctrine differs in looking within an institution and making doctrinal distinctions
on the basis of the decisional structure that the institution has adopted prior to taking an
action.
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centralizethe decision-makingprocess nor depend for enforcement on a standardlessjudicialinquiry.
The key playerin our approachis the statutorydelegatee-the
officerto whom the agency'sorganicstatutehas grantedauthority
over a given administrative
action.Almostall delegationsof power
to agenciesdesignatesuch a person-perhaps the secretaryof the
department,perhapsthe head of a departmentalbureau-to take
action within the scope of the delegation.127
The criticalquestion
for Chevrondeferenceshould be whether this statutorydelegatee
took the action at issue, ratherthan subdelegatingthat action to
other officialsor employeeswithin the agency.'28
The questionwhetherto defer to action takenundera subdelegation arises because most administrativestatutes permit these
The resultis that lower- (andsometimessimply
subdelegations.129
level
officials
low-)
carryout a wide rangeof agencyactionpursuant to internal delegations. In particular,the vast majority of
agencyactiontakenoutsideof notice-and-commentor good-cause
rulemakingor formaladjudicativeprocessesissue under the name
of these officials.130
So agencies exercise delegatedpower not in
127In the rare cases when a statute names
only an office, our standard uses, as noted in
the final part of this article, the head of that office as the relevant delegatee. See text
accompanying notes 203-04.
128
If a statute authorizes the named delegatee to delegate the decision making to another
specifically named actor within the agency-as opposed to any other officer or employeethe second named actor likewise should count as a statutory delegatee.
129See, e.g., Toubyv UnitedStates, 500 US 160, 169 (1991) (upholding the Attorney General's delegation of power to establish classifications of controlled substances pursuant to
a statute authorizing her to delegate this power "to any officer or employee of the Department of Justice"); Cass, 66 BU L Rev at 3-7 (cited in note 122) (discussing statutory provisions that allow agency heads to deny review of adjudicativedecisions). An occasional statute
will make certain functions nondelegable by the designated official. For example, the statutory provision authorizing the Attorney General to approve wiretaps specifically limits her
delegation power. See United States v Giordano,416 US 505 (1974). Similarly, statutes that
provide for formal adjudication may grant adversely affected parties the right to appeal all
the way to the Secretary before a decision may take effect against them. See Cass, 66 BU
L Rev at 3-7 (cited in note 122). Assuming that a party invokes this right, a statutory
provision of this kind effectively prohibits delegation of the decision. When such a nondelegation provision is in effect, final action almost always will merit Chevrondeference because
(by statutory command) the delegatee herself will have issued the decision. For a qualification to this statement, deriving from the need not only to issue formally but to assess the
decision in a meaningful way, see text accompanying notes 132-33.
130 See
Strauss, 41 Duke L J at 1467 (cited in note 11) (contrasting legislative rules, which
are "invariablyan act of the particularindividual or body to whom that authority has been
delegated," with other interpretive rulings, which are "typically effected by agency staff
without participation at the agency's head").
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one but in two senses-the first (and often discussed)relatingto
Congress'sstatutorygrant,the second (and rarelymentioned)relating to the agency's own establishmentof a decision-making
structure.
In proposingto limit Chevrondeferenceto action of the statutory delegatee, we claim not that Congress intended this result,
but that policy considerationscounsel it. In Part II of this article
we showedthe fallacyof groundingdeferencedoctrinein congressional intent, and particularlyof contendingthat deferenceto an
administrativeinterpretationfollows from a congressionaldelegation to the agency.131
Similarlyhere. That Congresshas delegated
to
a
named
power
person within an agency does not mean that
Congress has instructedcourts to defer to that person's actions;
and, conversely,that Congresshas made this delegationdoes not
mean that Congresshas instructedcourtsto reviewindependently
any other agency official'sactions, especiallygiven that Congress
has authorized,either explicitlyor implicitly,the internaldelegation. Our designationof the statutorydelegateeas the key figure
in the Chevrondeferenceinquiryfollows from two facts.First, the
statutorydelegatee is likely to be the secretaryof a department,
commissionof an independentagency,or other high policyofficial
whose participationin administrativeactionwill promote,in ways
that we discussbelow, accountableand disciplinedpolicymaking.
Second, even assumingthat the designationof the named delegatee functionsas an imperfect(both overinclusiveand underinclusive) mechanismfor advancingthese policy goals, that designation
resultsin an easily identifiableactor to stand at the center of the
Chevroninquiry.
But what must this statutorydelegateedo to qualifyan agency
interpretationfor Chevrondeference?What does it mean for this
person to make the interpretationhers in the way we would require?As an initialmatter,the delegateemustissue the interpretation under her name. Authorshipis a familiarconcept in agency
practice; indeed, agencies today are admirably(if surprisingly)
punctilious about this feature of their interpretiverulings and
other actions. Though agenciesmay seem facelessbureaucracies,
they demonstratedaily that their decisionshave human sources.
131See text accompanying notes 57-70.
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Neither the FederalRegisternor the agencyweb pages that now
serve much of the Register'straditionalfunction set forth disembodiedpronouncements.Like judicialopinions,agencyinterpretations have authors,sometimes the statutorydelegatee, but often
not-perhaps the secretaryof a department,perhapsthe head of

a division, perhaps a lower-level officeholder. This practice reflects
a desire on the part of agencies to make clear that not all of their
interpretations issue from the top and, in so doing, provides a hook
for applying the contingent deference rule we propose. Only when
an interpretation bears the name of the statutory delegatee has she
adopted it as her own.
Adoption in the delegatee's name, however, should not be sufficient; this adoption must follow a meaningful review of the interpretation by the delegatee or her close advisors. This aspect of the
standard perhaps is superfluous: we know of no agency that routinely affixes its top official's name to agency interpretations in the
absence of such review; and, as we explain below, we doubt that
any agency will adopt a practice of "rubberstamping"just to gain
Chevron deference.132An explicit statement of the requirement
nonetheless makes clear the purpose of hinging deference on the
identity of the agency decision maker;it is, after all, the substantive
impact, and not the mere form, of high-level involvement that promotes sound administration. This substantive review (unlike the
ultimate formal adoption) of agency action could involve, or even
fall wholly to, members of the delegatee's immediate staff (say, a
chief of staff or special assistant) or members of other offices with
general supervisory responsibility (say, a deputy secretary or general counsel).'33Given the extensive responsibilities and time commitments of most statutory delegatees, they necessarily-and indeed, wisely-will rely on their senior advisors in important
respects.134We will return below to the question whether the
See text accompanying notes 173-82.
We contrast these "central" advisors to advisors located within a given substantive
unit of the agency. So, for example, if a statute assigned the Secretary of Health and Human
Services the power to issue rulings concerning welfare benefits, she would not receive deference for a ruling reviewed only by the assistant secretary of the office responsible for formulating welfare policy.
34The Court has recognized, in the context of enforcing the principle that "the one
who decides must hear," that agency heads necessarily will rely on staff-level assistance.
See Morgan v United States, 298 US 468, 481 (1936) (Morgan I). In Morgan, the Court
noted that the requirement that a departmental head "hear" the evidence in a case before
rendering a decision did not preclude him from relying on reviews and summaries that his
132

133
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involvement of these other central actors in a secretary's (or other
delegatee's) decision undermines the benefits that accrue from
lodging responsibility at this level.35 For now, we note only that
a sizable distinction remains between an agency head using her
top aides to make a decision that she will issue and an agency head
delegating wholesale to a subordinate the authority to make and
publish the decision.
Finally, given that our standard is designed to preclude Chevron
deference for agency decisions made pursuant to internal delegations, the statutory delegatee must adopt the agency's decision as
her own prior to its final issuance.'36Postdecisional ratification of
a judgment made and published in final form lower down the chain
of command does not withdraw the delegation of decisional power.
That action merely stamps the exercise of the delegation with approval post hoc. The standard we propose thus would go unmet
by, say, a statutory delegatee's assertion in a brief that she agreed
with a ruling previously issued by a hearing examiner.137
staff had compiled. See id at 481-82. As Judge Friendly explained in a later, similar case,
a prohibition on such staff-level input would beggar reality:
With the enormous increase in delegation of lawmaking power which Congress
has been obliged to make to agencies, both independent and in the executive
branch, and in the complexity of life, government would become impossible if
courts were to insist on anything of the sort. It would suffice under the circumstances [which involved a record comprised of tens of thousands of documents]
that [the Commissioner] considered the summaries of the objections and of the
answers contained in the elaborate preambles and conferred with his staff about
them.
National Nutritional FoodsAssociationv FDA, 491 F2d 1141, 1146 (2d Cir 1974).
135See text accompanying note 151.
136Whether to gain Chevrondeference or to achieve some other objective, agencies can
(and even now do) structure their internal processes in a variety of ways to select matters
appropriate for the statutory delegatee to decide herself prior to the issuance of a ruling.
The agency can leave it to lower-level officials to make case-by-case determinations as to
which matters should go to the top. This method places control over the decisional flow
in the hands of employees with intimate knowledge of an issue, but also with a potential
incentive to avoid scrutiny and reversal. Alternatively (or in some combination), the agency
can establish categorical rules or presumptions respecting which decisions to handle at the
delegatee's level. This method enables the delegatee to set her own priorities, independent
of the potentially conflicting judgments of lower-level employees, but risks substantial imprecision (both overinclusion and underinclusion) in the selection of cases for high-level
resolution. Finally, the delegatee herself may become aware of and reach out for matters
otherwise ensconced in the bowels of the bureaucracy. The appropriate choice among (or
mix of) these approaches depends on context and circumstance, which the delegatee can
best evaluate.
137We discuss further the normative basis for this
position at text accompanying notes
197-202.
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The normative case for applying Chevronin this way rests on
the capacity of an agency nondelegation doctrine to promote the
values of accountable and disciplined decision making, in much the
way the congressional nondelegation doctrine is meant to do in
another context. We have noted that these values explicitly underlay Chevronand implicitly underlay Mead, and we have argued that
they provide the best touchstones to guide the deference inquiry,
given Congress's usual silence.138With this much accepted, a nondelegation principle offers itself as a potential key to the Chevron
question. The congressional nondelegation doctrine, after all, long
has rested on the twin propositions that it places decision making
in the hands of politically accountable actors139and that it serves
to discipline administrative behavior.140The two doctrines, to be
sure, are not identical. The congressional nondelegation doctrine
is a tenet of constitutional law, the administrativevariant a policybased default rule of statutory interpretation. The former determines the very lawfulness of delegations, the latter only the rigor
of judicial review due in their wake. But the established, congressional nondelegation doctrine remains suggestive in that it responds to concerns about the accountability and discipline of administrative action by focusing on the identity of the decision
maker. This focus, when applied within the administrativecontext,
138See text
accompanying notes 42, 75-87.
139See IndustrialUnion Department,AFL-CIO v AmericanPetroleumInstitute,448 US 607,

685 (1980) (BenzeneCase)(Rehnquist concurring) (stating that the congressional nondelegation doctrine "ensures to the extent consistent with orderly governmental administration
that important choices of social policy are made by Congress, the branch of our government
most responsive to the popular will"); John Hart Ely, Democracyand Distrust:A Theoryof
Judicial Review 133 (Harvard, 1980) ("That legislators often find it convenient to escape
accountability is precisely the reason for a nondelegation doctrine.").
140See Cass R. Sunstein, Is the CleanAir Act Unconstitutional?98 Mich L Rev 303, 337
(1999) (noting that the congressional nondelegation doctrine fosters "rule of law" values,
in part by "cabining the discretionary authority of enforcement officials, who might otherwise act abusively or capriciously"). Kenneth Davis originated this strand of justification
for the congressional nondelegation doctrine. See Kenneth Culp Davis, A New Approachto
Delegation,36 U Chi L Rev 713 (1969). A nondelegation doctrine premised on rule-of-law
values need not require Congress to establish limits on agency action; indeed, Davis suggested that agencies themselves could establish such limits. See id at 729. The D.C. Circuit
recently advocated a similar approach, but the Supreme Court reversed, pointedly noting
that an agency's own adoption of disciplining mechanisms could not "cure an unlawful
delegation." Whitman v American TruckingAssociations,Inc., 531 US 457, 472 (2001). The
Court thus refused to sever the accountability and rule-of-law rationales for the nondelegation doctrine.
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mitigates many of the usual concerns about deferring to an
agency'sexerciseof broad delegatedauthority.141
Consider first accountability.Chevronposited that this value
supportsa rule of deferencebecauseagencyofficialshave connections to politicalinstitutionsandthroughthem to the generalpublic that the judiciarydoes not.142But is this true of all agencyofficials?We think not. Careeragency staff, as a rule, are (proudly)
not for them the kind of
resistantto broad political influence;'43
"responsive[ness]to the popularwill" that then-JusticeRehnquist
heraldedin a famous opinion concerningthe congressionalnondelegationdoctrine.44To the extentthat politics colors these employees'judgments,it is likely to be of the specialinterestvariety,
which may enterinto their decisionmakingas a resultof enduring
ties with and significantdependenceon repeatplayersin the administrativeprocess (often regulatedparties).145
The appropriate
in
to
be
is
sure, comparative nature,contrastingthe public
inquiry,
accountabilityof agency decision makerswith that of courts. But
still the conclusionremainsmuch the same:the notion that lowlevel agencyemployeeshavea significantadvantageon this dimension stretchesthe imagination.
It is only the presenceof high-level agencyofficialsthat makes
plausibleChevron'sclaimedconnectionbetween agencies and the
public;and it is only the involvementof these officialsin decision
makingthat makespossiblethe kind of politicalaccountabilitythat
141
Some scholars might claim that our approach undermines, rather than runs parallel
to, the congressional nondelegation doctrine by demanding that courts grant Chevrondeference in some circumstances. See Farina, 89 Colum L Rev at 487-88 (cited in note 54)
(arguing that Chevronand the congressional nondelegation doctrine work at cross-purposes).
But there is no tension, much less conflict, between Chevronand the congressional nondelegation doctrine. Under the nondelegation doctrine, Congress may set the terms of a delegation so long as those terms provide an "intelligible principle." And under Chevron,agencies
must conform their interpretations to the terms that Congress has established. Chevronthus
does not enhance Congress's constitutional power to delegate authority, but only provides
the background principles for construing delegations that conform to constitutional
requirements.
142 See 467 US at 865-66
(focusing on an agency's link to the President).
143 See
James Q. Wilson, Bureaucracy:What GovernmentAgenciesDo and Why They Do It
59-62 (Basic, 1989) (discussing the substantial influence that independent professional
norms have on low-level agency actors).
144Benzene Case, 448 US at 685.
145
See Richard B. Stewart, The Reformationof AmericanAdministrativeLaw, 88 Harv L
Rev 1669, 1684-87 (1975) (discussing the causes, scope, and limits of interest group capture
of agency personnel).
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Chevronviewed as compellingdeference.The delegateenamedin
an administrativestatute, as contrastedwith lower-levelofficials,
usuallyhas more frequentand direct links with a wide range of
politicalinstitutionsand publicconstituencies.A statutorydelegatee typicallyassumesher position as the result of action by both
the Presidentand the Senate.'46
Once appointed,she remainssubto
the
of
the
direct
White House and Congressin
ject
oversight
a way not true of employeeslower down the bureaucraticchain.
She is the personmost likelyto appearbeforeCongresson a regular basis;indeed, agenciesmay prohibitmany of their nonpolitical
appointeesfrom giving congressionaltestimony.And the statutory
delegateehas greatervisibilitythan her subordinatesto the public.
The press (both generaland specialized)covers her more extensively;the full panoplyof interestedpartiesattends to her more
closely.As a result,a decisionmade by this officialusuallyis both
more responsiveand more transparentto the public than a decision made in the depths of the bureaucracy.
Even when the statutorydelegateeis not a cabinetsecretaryor
similarlyprominentofficial, a distinctionbetween the delegatee
and her subordinates,for purposes of accordingdeference,will
serve these accountabilityvalues.By pushingkey decisionmaking
(the kind of decisionmakingfor which agenciesdesire deference)
to a small set of identifiableactors,the deferenceregime we propose will counter the tendency of agencies to diffuse and cloak
responsibility.As one of us has arguedelsewhere,"to the extent
possible,consistentwith congressionalcommandand other policy
objectives,there is good reasonto impose clear lines of command
and to simplifyand personalizethe processof bureaucraticgovernance."'47This method of structuring an agency's internal pro-

cesses, by enhancingintelligibilityand transparency,encouragesa
certainattitudeon the partof decisionmakers;understandingthat
they possess-and that others will see that they possess-the last

146The Court has
posited that the Appointments Clause establishes this mode of selection
as the default rule for the appointment of all "officers of the United States" precisely to
promote values of political accountability. See Freytag v Commissioner,501 US 868, 88384 (1991).
147
Kagan, 114 Harv L Rev at 2332 (cited in note 78); see Charles Fried, Orderand Law:
Arguing the ReaganRevolution-a FirsthandAccount153 (Simon & Schuster, 1991) (arguing
that "[t]he lines of responsibility [within the administrative state] should be stark and clear,
so that the exercise of power can be comprehensible, transparent to the gaze of the citizens
subject to it").
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word on a matter, these officialswill approachdecision making
with an increasedattentivenessto politicaland public reaction.
At the same time, the confinementof judicialdeferenceto the
statutorydelegatee-and the consequentcentralizationof agency
decisionmaking-promotes the disciplinedconsiderationof policy
throughoutthe agency,even (or especially)at the lowerlevels.Decisions that the statutorydelegateereviewsand issues still will involve extensivework at the civil servantrank,but now the quality
and rigor of this work will assumegreatersignificance.The prospect of high-level review occasions scrupulousconsiderationof
proposedagencyactionwithinthe bureaucracy.Participantsin decisionsheadedfor reviewwant to makea good showingbeforethe
Secretary(or other statutorydelegatee)-to have persuasivereasons for a recommendationand ready answersto her potential
questions.The spotlightof the secretary'sown attention,focused
on the shadowyworld of administrativeaction,enhancespreparation; as a decision advancesfrom line actors to unit heads to the
secretary'spolitical advisorsto the secretaryherself, so too does
deliberationstep up and, accordingly,improveagency decisions.
High-level review similarlyfurthersthe coherenceof administrative action, both by preventingdeviationsfrom agency policy
and establishinga mechanismto implementthatpolicyin a coordinated manner. A General Accounting Office survey published
some two decades ago reached the unsurprisingconclusionthat
agencyheadsexercisediscretionaryauthorityover the decisionsof
administrativelaw judgesas a way of ensuringthat these decisions
are "in accordance with agency policy."148That high-level review

often is needed to accomplishthis object surelyremainstrue today-and not only with respectto administrativelaw judges'decisions. A deferencerule contingenton secretarialreviewand action
wouldprotectagainstagencyoutliers,actingthroughignoranceor
guile inconsistently with general policy.149More affirmatively,such

148
Peter L. Strauss et al, Gellhorn& Byse'sAdministrativeLaw: Casesand Comments891
(Foundation, 8th ed 1987) (quoting 1978 GAO survey).
149See
McGarity, ReinventingRationalityat 183 (cited in note 121) ("[T]o the extent that
upper-level decision makers carefully monitor the decision making process, it helps ensure
that lower-level staff continue to adhere to the policy preferences of politically-appointed
decision makers, rather than following their own hidden agenda."); Ronald A. Cass, Agency
Review of AdministrativeLaw Judges' Decisions,in Administrative Law Conference of the
United States, Reportsand Recommendations
115, 133 (1983) ("[A]bsent some form of review,
it is difficult to reward conforming behavior or punish behavior that departs from [the
agency head's] wishes, the stuff incentives are made of.").
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a rulewouldpromotethe integrationof diverseagencyactionsinto
a coordinatedstreamof policy aimed at achievingset objectives.
Standingat the apex of many agency components,the statutory
delegateecan see the interrelationshipsamong differentinterpretive positions (and the bodies of expertisegiving rise to them),
determinethe combinationthat most effectivelywill advancethe
agency'ssubstantivegoals, and choose the order,timing, and form
of actionthat best will supportthis combination.In short,the delad hocery.150
egatee'sinvolvementmilitatesagainstadministrative
That our schemewouldprovidedeferenceevenwhen a statutory
delegateerelies on centraladvisorsto reviewadministrativeaction
underminesnone of these arguments.The delegatee,as noted earlier,151
necessarilyoperatesless as a personthan an office. She does
not-and cannot-handle all mattersherself;like everyWashington "principal,"she uses assistantsto performa rangeof functions:
to select the mattersthat requireher personalattention,to speak
for her to personswithinandoutsidethe agency,andeven to speak
in her own name by writing "her" speeches, preparing"her"
memos, and so forth. But this concessionto realityin no way renders the delegateeeither a cipheror a puppet.Given the typically
smallsize of a delegatee'scentralstaff,the loyaltyandunderstanding thatthis intimacybreeds,andthe usualcoincidenceof interests
of this staff and the delegatee,slippagebetween the principaland
these agentsusuallyremainsat tolerablelevels. Considerthe analogous argumentin the contextof the congressionalnondelegation
doctrine.No one would say that the existenceof legislativestaffs
underminesthe doctrine;no one would say that congressmen'sdecisions do not remaincongressmen'sdecisionsin a way that mat150This
point holds even though a high-level official's intervention may cause shifts in
agency policy. None of what we have said is meant to suggest that a statutory delegatee's
involvement in decision making necessarily will support the status quo. To the contrary,
such an official may have less compunction than a lower-level employee about breaking
with past practice or setting out in an uncharted direction. See Wilson, Bureaucracyat 230
(cited in note 143) (discussing the unique role that high-level actors can play in altering
an agency's course). A deference rule that encourages high-level agency decision making
thus may lead to aggressive rather than to cautious interpretations. But a rule permitting
altered policy is not equivalent to a rule permitting aberrant or ad hoc policy. If confined
to high-level decision making, Chevronwould function as the first kind of rule, but not as the
second. That result, allowing the transformation but not the subversion of agency policy, is
correct. The goal here, reflecting the value of disciplined consideration evident in Chevron,
Mead, and the congressional nondelegation doctrine, is to prevent arbitrarinessand unruliness, not to arrest all capacity for change.
151
See text accompanying note 134.
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ters. So too here,when the relevantprincipalis an agencysecretary
or other top official.
In suggestingan approachto Chevrondoctrinethat focuses on
the assignment of decision-makingresponsibilitieswithin an
agency,we have drawna broadanalogyto the congressionalnondelegation doctrine. We have done so to highlight the ways in
which our constitutionaltraditionin general, and administrative
law in particular,have expressedconcernwith delegateddecisionmakingauthority.Our analysissuggests similarreasonsto worry
about internal agency delegationsand similarreasons to believe
that agency decision makingwill improveif pushedupward.
We cannot disregard,however,the apparentarchaicismof our
approach.The congressionalnondelegationdoctrine had its last
good year in 1935 (andperhapsits first good year then as well).152
Just last term, a few months before announcingMead,the Court
dealt anotherand seeminglylethal blow to calls to revivethe doctrine as a workingpart of the Constitution.153
And the Court did
so for good reason.We find sound the principalcriticismsof the
congressionalnondelegationdoctrine-that it insistson too much
centralizationof decision-makingauthorityin the hands of Congress and that it resistsany principledmethod of judicialenforcement.154We accordinglymust addresswhy our proposalto reformulate Chevronas a kind of internal nondelegationdoctrine
would not fall prey to the same concerns.
Considerfirst the argumentrespectingcentralization.Criticsof
the congressionalnondelegationdoctrineaverthat given the complexityof moderngovernment,Congresscannot addressall issues
demandingresolutionand that, even if Congresscould do so, its
decisions often would reflect deficient knowledge and experience.155
For this reason,the objectionproceeds,a meaningfullyenforced nondelegationdoctrinewould have severe adverseconsequencesfor effectivegovernance.156
Similarly,some administrative
152
See Sunstein, 98 Mich L Rev at 330-35 (cited in note 140) (chronicling the rise and
fall of the doctrine).
153 See American
Trucking,531 US 457.
154 See
Sunstein, 98 Mich L Rev at 337-39 (cited in note 140) (summarizing the arguments against the doctrine).
'S5

See id at 338-39.

See id. Even proponents of a revived nondelegation doctrine appear to concede that
members of Congress could respond to its demands only by increasing their reliance on
legislative committees. See Ely, Democracyand Distrust at 133 (cited in note 139); cf. David
156
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experts might claim, an internal agency nondelegationdoctrine
would resultin excessivecentralization.157
Agencyheads(evenwith
their central staff), like membersof Congress (with their staffs),
cannot as a practicalmatterreview and rendera final determination on everymatterof policy.And even were this supervisionpossible, it would succeed only in diminishingthe qualityof agency
decisionmakingby subordinatingthe knowledge,experience,and
professionalismof lower-level employees.For these reasons,the
argumentmight go, an agency nondelegationdoctrinehas a (familiarly)deficientwarrant.
For two reasons,however,the chargeof impracticalityloses its
punchwhen appliedto the doctrinewe propose.The most important relatesto the divergenteffects of applyinga robust congressionalnondelegationdoctrineand reformulatingChevronas an administrativeanalogue. Under the congressional nondelegation
doctrine, the consequenceof a too-broad delegation is prohibition-or, converselyput, a commandthatCongressdecidethe matter, even against all evidence that it can do so. The proposalat
issue here, by contrast,does not invalidateinternaldelegations;1s8
all that it would do is affect Chevrondeference.Agency decision
makingcould proceedidenticallyexceptthat the courtswould review it more independently.There is nothing "unthinkable"about
this consequence;it merely revertsto the world before Chevron.
Moreover,a nondelegationdoctrinecan workmore easilyin the
administrativethan in the legislativespherebecauseof the greater
capacityof high-level agency officialsthan of membersof Congress to complywith the doctrinewhile leavingmost of the effort
associatedwith policymakingin the bureaucracy.In the legislative
context,the nondelegationdoctrineeffectivelyforces Congressto
takevery burdensomeactionor to do nothing.AlthoughCongress
conceivablycould erect a system to review and vote on agency
Epstein and Sharyn O'Halloran, Delegating Powers:A TransactionCost PoliticsApproachto
PolicyMaking Under SeparatePowers237-38 (Cambridge, 1999) (discussing the effects of
a revived nondelegation doctrine on Congress's decision-making processes). Opponents of
the doctrine might find yet a further reason for objection in this "cure," given the special
interest orientation of many congressional committees. Consider Kenneth A. Shepsle, The
GiantJigsaw Puzzle: DemocraticCommitteeAssignmentsin the ModernHouse231-34 (Chicago,
1978) (discussing the factional leanings of many congressional committees).
's7 See McGarity, ReinventingRationalityat 119 (cited in note 121) (discussing the disadvantages associated with upper-level officials' monitoring the rulemaking process).
158We discuss this issue further at text
accompanying notes 173-74.
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the enormousmass of agency action, comrecommendations,159
bined with the existence of other congressionalresponsibilities,
combined with the constitutionallymandatedform and cumbersome natureof legislativedecisionmaking(whichrequirescoordinated actionof 535 individualswith differentpartyand geographic
affiliationswho are dividedinto numerouscommitteeswithin two
separatechambers)would makethe effectiveoperationof this system contingent on an unprecedentedfeat of governmentalengiA statutorydelegateewithin an agency,by contrast,has
neering.160
resortto more feasiblemeansof monitoringand controlling,while
taking advantageof, the efforts of the bureaucracy.As compared
with Congress,she has a more limitedbody of decisionsto review
and a more limited set of nonreviewfunctions. She is usuallya
unitaryactor,or at most a boardor commissionmadeup of several
members,and so can act with greaterexpedition.And becauseshe
both sits within the agencyitself and faces no constitutionalconstraintson the form of her action, she can select from a variety
of processes-relying on close staff or not, operatingat an early
or late stage, and so on-to performthe meaningfulreviewnecessary to satisfythe nondelegationrequirement.161
Such a combination of "central" and "local" influence on
agency decision makingpromisesthe highest qualityadministration, contraryto the claim that high-level supervisioninappropriately suppressesprofessionalismand expertise.We in no way denigrate the importanceof these bureaucraticattributes.Neither do
we deny that high-levelreviewof agencydecisionmakingwill inject more "political"concernsinto that process.(This resultis but
the corollaryof the greateraccountabilityof top officialsto political institutionsandthe public.)The point here is thatthe inclusion
of the central,more politicalperspective,even aside from serving
159
Congress of course could not satisfy a strong nondelegation doctrine through the use
of a legislative veto mechanism; indeed, Congress cannot any longer adopt this mechanism
for any purpose. See INS v Chadha,462 US 919 (1983).
60Justice (then Judge) Breyer proposed in the wake of Chadhathat Congress experiment
with a scheme of this kind, incorporating the use of fast-track procedures to facilitate the
"confirmation" of agency policy. See Stephen Breyer, The LegislativeVetoAfter Chadha,72
Georgetown L J 785, 788-89 (1984). That Congress never considered seriously the idea
suggests much about its feasibility.
161
See McGarity, ReinventingRationalityat 31, 76-77, 120 (cited in note 121) (describing
the variety of processes by which high-level officials and their staffs communicate policy
preferences as to particular matters to lower-level employees).
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accountabilityvalues,countersthe excesses-most notably,the excesses of traditionand inertia-of local, more bureaucraticdecision makers.162
The very professional norms and institutional
that
these
actors possess often blind them to new and
memory
beneficial policy approaches.Precisely because central decision
makersare less rooted in existing agency culture,they add value
to the administrativeprocess.The ideal, then, is neitherpure centralization,in which high-levelactorsexecutedirectivesfor ministerial application,nor pure decentralization,in which lower-level
actors decide mattersautonomously.It is, instead, a system that
encouragesa relationshipbetween the organization'sparts and
captures the benefits each can offer.163

The deferenceregimewe haveproposedlikelywill promotethis
kind of interactive,iterativeexchangebetweenhigh- and low-level
perspectives.Almost everything about agencies-their size and
scope, their strong institutionalcultures,their attachmentto past
practice,the complexityof the issues they decide, the distribution
of informationwithin them, the interestsof their permanentemployees in avoidingpoliticalinfluence,and the existenceof longterm relationshipsbetween employees and outside parties-all
conspireto ensurethat a statutorydelegateeis greatlyboundedin
her abilityto impose her judgmentson the agency.Even when a
statutorydelegateemakesa finaldecision,she rarelywill have considered the matter from scratch.Lower-levelemployees compile
and scrutinizedocuments,offer legal opinions,provideregulatory
analyses,and effectivelyshape and limit decisionaloptions. This
workpowerfullyinfluencesthe delegatee'sjudgments.164
preparatory
162See Wilson, Bureaucracyat 62 (cited in note 143) (noting the way professional norms
can cause "blind spots" within agencies); Bruce Ackerman, The New Separationof Powers,
113 Harv L Rev 633, 701 (2000) ("Bureaucraciesare intellectually conservative creaturesfull of old-timers who have invested heavily in obsolete conventional wisdom.").
163
See McGarity, ReinventingRationalityat 118-21 (cited in note 121) (urging agencies
to establish decision-making structures that have this consequence); consider Michael C.
Dorf and Charles F. Sabel, A Constitutionof DemocraticExperimentalism,98 Colum L Rev
267, 314-23 (1998) (advocating a complex relationship between central and local decision
makers, though in a way that focuses less than we do on the actual participation of central
officials in decisions).
164See
McGarity, ReinventingRationalityat 179 (cited in note 121) ("Because institutions
lack a centralized nervous system steered by a single brain, institutional decision making
tends to be very different from individual decision making. Most regulatory decisions are
the products of numerous encounters between the various institutional entities that have
roles to play in the decision making process, and they therefore represent a synthesis of
many views."). For a description of how low-level actors may constrain the choice-set of
a high-level agency actor, see id at 61 (discussing decision making in the EPA in the 1980s).
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The real dangeris that high-levelreviewwill insufficiently,rather
than excessively, crowd out the orientations of lower-level
officials.165

And even if high-levelreviewsuppressesexpertisein a waymore
hazardousthanwe acknowledge,the deferenceregimewe propose
inevitablywould have a self-limitingquality.No rule of deference
will prompthigh-level reviewof anythingapproachingall agency
interpretations,given the agency's(includingthe delegatee's)interest in providingtimely interpretationsto regulatedpartiesand
the burdensto the agency(includingto the delegatee)that necessarilyaccompanyhigh-levelreview.The centralizingeffects of an
internalnondelegationprincipleon the agency'sdecision-making
processeswill occur at the margins-in those cases (or categories
of cases)for whichjudicialdeferenceseemsmost important,which
likely are also those cases (or categoriesof cases) in which more
than professionalexpertiseis involved.
Still, this does not end the matter.There is anotherargument
againstthe congressionalnondelegationdoctrine-relating to the
feasibilityof judicialenforcement-which also might cut against
our approachto Chevron.This claim is that judges cannot distinguish in a principledway between permissibleand impermissible
delegationsand that they thereforeshould refrainfrom applying
the doctrine.166
So too, the skepticmight say, courts cannot draw
a principledline between internal agency delegationsthat meet
our test for Chevrondeferenceand those that do not. Indeed, the
"meaningfulreview"requirementincorporatedin this test (alongside the necessityof the delegatee'sformaladoptionof the agency
action)may appeareven more resistantto judicialapplicationthan
the notoriouslysquishy"intelligibleprinciple"requirementof the
congressionalnondelegationdoctrine.167
165
Indeed, by encouraging the involvement of high-level officials in decision making, our
standard may enhance their responsiveness to policy proposals initiated within the ranks
of the bureaucracy. See Peter L. Strauss, Rules,Adjudications,and Other Sourcesof Law in
an ExecutiveDepartment:Reflectionson the InteriorDepartment'sAdministrationof the Mining
Law, 74 Colum L Rev 1231, 1247 (1974) (noting the tendency of high-level agency officials
to fail to respond to policy suggestions from below).
166 See Mistretta v United
States, 488 US 361, 415-22 (1989) (Scalia dissenting) (arguing
that courts cannot distinguish between permissible and impermissible delegations); Stewart,
88 Harv L Rev at 1696-97 (cited in note 145) (claiming that "[s]uchjudgments are necessarily quite subjective, . almost inevitably appear partisan, and might often be so").
National BroadcastingCompanyv UnitedStates, 319 US 190 (1943) (upholding the Com167
munications Act on the ground that its "public convenience, interest or necessity" standard
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But the prospectsfor effective implementationof an internal
nondelegationrule far exceedthose for administrationof the congressionalnondelegationdoctrinebecauseof the waypoliticalconstraintsreinforcejudicialconstraintsin the administrativecontext.
Courtsmainlycan enforcethe agencynondelegationrule through
the simple expedientof insistingon the statutorydelegatee'sformal adoptionof the administrativeaction;they then can rely primarilyon a preexistingset of politicalincentives(anddisincentives)
to ensure satisfactionof the additional"meaningfulreview" requirement.In effect, politicaland institutionalrealitiesobviatethe
need for judgesto police the agency'sdecision-makingprocessto
prevent "rubberstamping."
Recognition-or perhapsbetter said,
exploitation-of these realitieswill enablecourtsto limit their own
inquiryandyet rest confidentthat the inquirywill achieveeffective
enforcementof the agencynondelegationprinciplewithin the applicationof Chevrondoctrine.
Judges easily can enforce the requirementthat a statutorydelegatee formallyadopt an agencyinterpretation.The adoptionrequirementmeans only that the delegateemust affirmand publish
the interpretation,in all its specificity,as her own. It is not sufficient for the delegateeto indicategeneralagreementwith a decision that lower-levelemployeeshave reached;she must makethat
decisionhers by putting forwardboth the decisionand the rationale for it. There is nothing complicatedaboutthis matter;courts
need only check that the delegatee has placed her name on the
decision and all its supportingmaterials.Courts today enforce a
similaradoptionrequirementin policing the APA'sprovisionthat
an adequatestatementof "findingsand conclusions,and the reasons or basis therefor,"168accompany an agency's adjudicativedeci-

sions. In that context,courtshavemadeclearthat the finaldecision
makermust take responsibilityfor this full statement.So, for exv Commodity
FuturesTrading
ample,the Third Circuitin Armstrong
invalidatedan adjudicativedecisionbecausethe comCommission169
mission, on appeal,said only that the administrativelaw judge's
provides an "intelligible principle" for the FCC to enforce); see Gerald E. Frug, The Ideology
of Bureaucracyin AmericanLaw, 97 Harv L Rev 1276, 1303 (1984) (arguing that all delegations both do and do not satisfy the "intelligible principle" test).
168
5 USC ? 557(c).
16912 F3d 401 (3d Cir 1993).
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initial determination was "substantiallycorrect."170This statement,
the court reasoned, left unclear which aspects of the judge's decision the commission meant to endorse and so "d[id] not rise to
the level of adoption.""17
The dilemma for courts arises from the second aspect of our
principle-that the statutory delegatee or her central aides engage
in meaningful review of an agency interpretation prior to the delegatee's adoption of it. Assuming the delegatee does not attempt
to "adopt" low-level action before it is taken (in which case courts
can say that no review, meaningful or not, has occurred), the review
requirement appears to confront courts with two unpalatable alternatives. First, a court could attempt to assess the quality of the delegatee's review of the low-level action. But this inquiry places the
courts in a more hazardous position than does even the analogue
in the congressional context: the former calls on judges to evaluate
officials' conduct, whereas the latter calls on them to evaluate only
statutory language. Are the courts to compel a statutory delegatee
and her staff to submit timesheets detailing the quantum of highlevel input? How will courts decide whether this input has reached
a sufficient level? Such a judicial endeavor would be unenviable at
best.172Second, a court could disdain enforcement of the requirement of meaningful review. But if a court adopts this route, the
agency nondelegation principle would appearto become purely formal. For at that point, the statutory delegatee would need only to
rubberstamplow-level interpretations to obtain Chevrondeference.
But this dilemma disappears if, as we believe to be the case, the
review requirement would be self-enforcing. Administrative norms
may play some role in restrainingdelegatees from formally adopting
all agency action; the delegatee's sense of her professional responsibility-and, sometimes more important in Washington, the delegatee's sense of her importance-may make her reluctant to attach
her name indiscriminately to every action taken within her department.173More critical, though, are high-level officials' political and
170Id

at 404.
Id at 406.
172 Courts
traditionally have expressed reluctance, for the reasons suggested in the text,
to conduct a factual inquiry into the way agency officials reach their decisions. See, e.g.,
Morgan v United States, 304 US 1, 18 (1938) (Morgan II).
173In addition, the
delegatee or her legal staff may resist evasion of the requirement of
meaningful review out of a felt obligation to give effect to the courts' pronouncements.
Congress, to be sure, has failed to demonstrate any analogous scruples when it comes to
171
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institutional interests, which support the nondelegation standard
within agencies in a way wholly foreign to the congressional context. How could such an interest-based calculation protect the requirement of meaningful review? Very simply-if the delegatee
would find it more advantageous to decline to adopt a decision
than to adopt it without meaningful review (i.e., to rubberstamp
the decision). What is striking here is that, given the political and
institutional pressures the delegatee faces, this will almost always
be true. The delegatee will want to adopt a decision only if she
or someone she trusts has subjected that decision to close review.
Key to the analysis here is that the delegatee suffers no dire
consequences from simply declining to adopt the typical agency
interpretation. Under the administrative (as opposed to the congressional) nondelegation doctrine, delegation of the decision will
not result in automatic invalidation; all that will happen is that the
decision will not receive Chevronprotection. That protection, to
be sure, is a valued good in agency culture. But its existence often
will not be decisive. Perhaps no one will challenge the interpretation; perhaps a court will uphold the interpretation under a stricter
standard;perhaps a court will strike down the interpretation even
under Chevron. From an ex ante perspective the delegatee has
something less than an overwhelming reason to flout the internal
nondelegation principle by formally adopting agency interpretations without meaningful review.

Now add to the delegatee's calculation the substantial political
risks of attempting to end-run the agency nondelegation principle.
Consider here an incident from the end of the Clinton Administration involving an opinion letter of the kind issued in Mead. In
response to a company's request for a legal interpretation, the
Occupational, Safety, and Health Administration (OSHA), located
within the Department of Labor, ruled that federal workplace
safety standards applied to home offices.174The letter, once posted
on the department's website, drew the attention of the press and
delegations of authority. But in the congressional context, the Court more often has denied
the existence of a robust nondelegation doctrine than recognized that doctrine but left its
enforcement to Congress. Perhaps more important, both the greater ease of compliance
and the lesser effect of noncompliance with a nondelegation principle in the agency context
may enhance the effect of a simple judicial pronouncement.
174 See OSHA
AdvisoryOpinion,Re:Applicationof OSHA Rulesto PeopleWho Workat Home
(Nov 15, 1999), available online at <http://www.techlawjournal.com>.
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triggereda firestormof protestfromindividuals,companies,members of Congress, and even the White House.175Caught in the
middle of the controversy,both the Secretaryof Labor and the
administratorof OSHA were quickto point out that a lower-level
OSHA employee had signed and issued the letter.176
Replyingto
press and congressionalinquiries,the secretarynoted that her ofand the administrafice had never receivedthe letter for review177
tor insistedthat the letter resultedfrom a "breakdownin internal
clearancemechanisms"and did not representOSHA'sofficialpolicy.178At a congressionalhearing, one member of Congress respondedto the administrator's
explanationwith the comment,"If
tell us that you've held someone
can't
come
back
here
and
you
accountablefor this, maybe you ought to considerresigning."179
No resignationtook place; presumablythe administratorfound
someone else to hold accountable.180
This disputehighlightsboth the politicalhazardsinstinctin interpretivematerialsand the distancingmechanismsavailableto
high-level officials.A statutorydelegateemay face criticismfrom
the President,Congress,constituencygroups,and the presswhen
any personwithin her agencyissuesan ill-considered,aberrant,or
unpopulardecision. But when the delegatee cannot disclaimresponsibility-when she cannot point the finger of blame at some
hapless,facelessbureaucraticofficial-her politicalperil increases.
And deniabilitybecomesless plausiblewhen the delegateepersonally has signed a decision.This fact of politicallife partlyexplains
why statutorydelegateesplace the prestigeof their offices behind
only a small subset of agency decisions;and it explainswhy any
175 For accounts of the
controversy, see Kent Hoover, OSHA CriticizedAfter Home-Office
Debacle,Denver Bus J 1 (Feb 4, 2000); Frank Swoboda, LaborChiefRetreatson Home Offices;
OSHA PositionDrew Criticism,Wash Post Al (an 6, 2000).
176Richard E.
Fairfax, Director of the Directorate of Compliance Programs for OSHA,
had signed the letter. See OSHA AdvisoryOpinion(cited in note 174).
177See Swoboda (cited in note 175).
178 See Hoover
(cited in note 175) (quoting AdministratorJeffress).
179Id (quoting Representative Schaffer).
18 A similar flap, complete with the same downward
finger-pointing, occurred in the first
months of the Bush Administration when the website of the Department of Agriculture
highlighted a new policy to abandon a contract provision requiring salmonella testing of
ground beef served in federal school lunch programs. The Secretary withdrew the policy,
explaining that a "low-level employee" had issued it without seeking review from her office.
See Marc Kaufman and Amy Goldstein, USDA Shifts Stanceon Testingof SchoolBeef;Agency
to ContinueSalmonellaScreen, Wash Post Al (April 6, 2001).
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increase in this practicerespondingto a Chevronnondelegation
principlewill go handin handwith an increasein high-levelreview
of bureaucraticdecisions (which we expect to be incremental
ratherthan dramatic181).
Unless she knows and has confidencein
what she is personallyaffirming,no amountof judicialdeference
will persuadea delegateeto makeher own an interpretivedecision.
In addition,the statutorydelegateelikelywill confrontpressures
from within her agency to resist practicesthat would evade the
requirementof meaningfulreview.This point maybe counterintuitive: Why would the bureaucracyspurn a system in which the
delegateerubberstamped-thusgiving weight to without impinging upon-bureaucratic decisions?But an agency bureaucracyis
not a monolith.It is a congeriesof componentsthat have separate
or even antagonisticmissionsand interests.182
Some components,
most notablythe litigatingsections,maywantthe delegateeto gain
Chevrondeferencefor as manydecisionsas possible;some components may so desire deferencefor their decisions that they will
accede to processesthat also provide deferencefor the decisions
of others. But other components-perhaps the majority-will
think this trade-off not worthwhile. Consider, for example,
whether the Civil Rights Division of the Departmentof Justice
wouldsupporta proposalthat automaticallywouldplacethe Attorney General'sname on interpretationsof the Immigrationand
NaturalizationService(INS). The divisionsurelywouldpreferthat
it have an advanceopportunityto confer with the AttorneyGeneral on these decisions,or that the decisionsissue only under the
authorityof the INS, so the AttorneyGeneral later has latitude
to disclaimthem. So, too, for manycomponentsin manyagencies,
which desirebroadinfluenceon, ratherthan broaddeferencefor,
other components'interpretativedecisions.
Perhapswithin some agencies, these political and institutional
pressureswill have less force than we believe. If so, courts can
reinforcethem by precludingChevrondeferenceon a findingthat
a delegateeconsistentlyhas approvedlow-level decisionswithout
providingfor their review.In makingthese determinations,courts
rightly can take note of the sophisticated,as well as the simple181

See text following note 165.

182For discussion of this
point see McGarity, ReinventingRegulationat 160-61, 185-86

(cited in note 121); Wilson, Bureaucracyat 105-07 (cited in note 143).
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minded,waysin which cheatingcan occur.At the sametime, however, courts should draw the line at investigatingand dissecting
an agency'sdecision-makingprocesseswith respect to particular
The best analoguehere is the kind of "systemic"redecisions.183
view contemplatedin Hecklerv Chaney'84for claimsthat an agency
has failed to enforce a statutoryscheme. The Court there explainedthat it usuallywould confine its reviewto allegationsthat
an agencyhad "'consciouslyand expresslyadopteda generalpolicy' thatis so extremeas to amountto an abdicationof its statutory
So too in this context, courts can show vigiresponsibilities."'85
lance as to claimsof wholesaleevasion,while decliningto explore
the reviewthat a delegateehas accordedto anyparticularinterpretive decision.186
In this way, courts can put in place a standardthat conditions
Chevrondeferenceon the decision-makingstructurethat an agency
adoptsto resolvean issue-and, more particularly,on the involvement of a high-level officialwithin the agency.This standardwill
encouragehigh-levelofficialsto assumefull andvisibleresponsibility for interpretiverulings,while ensuringthat meaningfulreview
lies behind these public acclamations.The standarddemandsno
intensive, case-by-caseinvestigationof internal agency decisionmakingprocesses.Courtscan rely for effectiveimplementationon
the extralegal(politicaland bureaucratic)incentivesand disincentives that follow from the simplerequirementthat a high-levelofficial adopt a ruling to entitle it to Chevrondeference.In essence,
courts gain the abilityto shape an agency'sdecision-makingproSee text accompanying note 172.
US 821 (1985).
185Id at 833 n 4.
186 In
handling these claims of systematic evasion, courts should adopt a high threshold
for permitting discovery, consistent with their traditional (and appropriate) reluctance to
require agencies to reveal their internal deliberative processes. See Morgan v United States,
313 US 409 (1941) (Morgan IV). But for our standard to have bite, courts must permit
inquiries into these processes when the challenger of agency action has made a strong
preliminary showing. Consider National Nutritional FoodAssociationv FDA, 491 F2d 1141,
1145 (2d Cir 1974) (noting that courts after Morgan IV have required "strong preliminary
showings of bad faith . . . before the taking of testimony has been permitted with regard
to internal agency deliberations."). For example, evidence that a statutory delegatee had
signed hundreds of opinion letters on many matters within a short period of time might
justify a court in permitting discovery into the issue of high-level review. More direct evidence of rubberstamping,such as that obtainable form news reports or Freedom of Information Act requests, also might suffice.
183

184470
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cessesby recognizinga set of nonlegalfactorsthat also affectthese
processes.Judicialsensitivityto an agency'sorganizationalincentives therebygroundsjudicialinfluenceover an agency'sorganizational characteristics.187

V. MEAD AND DELEGATION

It is now time to returnto Mead. So far, it might appear
that our approachto Chevrondeferenceis foreign to the Justices'
analysis.In fact, this is not the case. Both the majorityand the
dissent in Mead refer to the agency's internal decision-making
structure-and, specifically,to the level of the decision maker;
these referencescount as the single point of commonalitybetween
the two warringopinions. In the end, however,each opinion, in
differentways, reverts to the conventionalunderstandingof the
administrative
agencyas a unitaryactor.Afterdescribingthese forand
retreats,we applyin this part our Chevronnondelegation
ays
principleto the agencyrulingin Mead.We then expandthis analysis to suggest how the principlewould applymore generally.
Justice Souter'smajorityopinion takesnote of the extremedecentralizationof agencydecisionmakingin the case,but then submerges this point in articulatingthe appropriatelegal standard.
Three times the majorityopinion points out that "46 different
Customs offices" issue classificationrulings.188"[T]here would
have to be somethingwrong with a standard"that accordeddeference to the decisions of all these offices,189the Court proclaimed;any suggestionthat deferenceshould apply in such cir187The above
analysis suggests why ours is only a plea to the courts to reshape the Chevron
inquiry to respond to internal delegations and not a plea to Congress to limit the power
of agency heads (and other delegatees) to subdelegate. Congress no doubt can promote
responsible decision making by prohibiting subdelegation in a few select areas. But for
Congress to do much more risks defeating its objects. If the delegatee takes a broad nondelegation command seriously, overcentralization indeed will result, as the delegatee does too
much-and because too much, also too little (of import). If, alternatively, as seems likely,
the delegatee recognizes this danger, she will develop means of perfunctory compliance,
confident that the political risks of doing so are less than those of ignoring her other responsibilities. It is when the delegatee retains the core power to subdelegate that nondelegation
will reflect a conscious, considered judgment about the decision-making process and will
entail her meaningful participation in that process. It is that judgment and that participation
which is integral to any sound scheme of promoting responsibility in agency decision
making.
188 121 S Ct at
2174; see id at 2175, 2177 n 19.
189Idat 2177 n 19.
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cumstances would "ignore . . . reality,"190 and indeed be "simply

self-refuting."191All these references point toward a test that would
make Chevron deference contingent on a decision by a central,
high-level official. But rather than articulating this test, the Court
resorted to the vacuities of congressional intent and the irrelevancies of proceduralism and generality. Indeed, the opinion strongly
indicates that formal decisions issued by diverse, low-level officials
are more worthy of deference than informal decisions of a single
high-level official.192
Justice Scalia's dissenting opinion attacksjust this result of Mead,
suggesting the significance of the level at which agency decision
making occurs. Justice Scalia observes that some statutes require
Cabinet Secretaries personally to resolve disputes without any prescribed procedures; under such a statute, for example, the Secretary of Transportation must determine (often in a politically salient
setting) that no feasible alternatives exist to the use of public parkland for a highway.193"Is it conceivable," Justice Scalia asks, "that
decisions specifically committed to these high-level officers" are
ineligible for Chevrondeference when "decisions by an administrative law judge" receive it?194And in response to his own question:
"This seems to me quite absurd."195
Yet Justice Scalia also backs away from a doctrine that would
respond to this analysis, instead adopting a test that more often
requires deference. Justice Scalia's test, as noted earlier, accords
Chevrondeference to any "authoritative" agency interpretation.196
The "authoritative" character of an interpretation in turn resides
in a subsequent decision-by, say, the agency general counsel or
the Solicitor General-to defend the interpretation in litigation.
The Chevron inquiry thus depends not on the participation of
high-level officials in making a decision, but only on the involvement of these officials (though not necessarily the statutory delegatee) in defending the decision against legal challenge. Because
90Id at 2174.
191Id at 2175.

See 121 S Ct at 2172-73.
See id at 2189 (Scalia dissenting).
194Id.
195Id.
196Id at 2187; see text accompanying note 41.
192

193
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this postdecision ratificationwill exist in almost any case that
comes before a court, Chevronwill follow as a matterof courseregardless(despiteJustice Scalia'sposing of the question)whether
an ALJ or the Secretaryof Transportationinitially made the
decision.

But postdecisionratificationcannot substitutefor predecision
participationin advancingthe valuesof accountabilityand consideration in agency decision making. Ratificationoften will occur
within agencies in near automaticfashion;at this stage, a highlevel officialis unlikelyto influencean agency'sinterpretationsin
any of the ways she would have prior to adoption (includingby
doing somethingother than acceptingor rejectingin toto the proIt is difficultto reversea course once set,
posed interpretation).'97
A high-level
andperhapsespeciallyso withinlargeorganizations.198
official will confront greater resistancefrom the bureaucracyin
changinga decision alreadytakenthan one in the processof formulation. She may believe that the agency will suffer embarrassmentfrom an admissionof error.Or she may think that a reversalwill lead to a declinein the moraleand loyaltyof employees.
For all these reasons,she often will refuse to reverse a decision
she believesin error,declineto considerthe meritsof the decision
at all, or even succeed in persuadingherself that a decision she
earlierwould have rejectedin fact constitutessound policy.
The proceduralcosts and litigation risks involvedin reversing
a recent, final agency action reinforcethis bias towardthe status
quo. The reversalof a prioragencyinterpretationrequiresat least
the extent of proceduralformalityinitially used in adopting the
To changedirectionat this late stage (unlikebeinterpretation.199
197Of course, if a
statutory delegatee reverses a decision after it issues, the new decision
would receive deference under our standard. The reasons for withholding deference when
a statutory delegatee ratifies a decision post hoc do not apply when she reverses it.
198See Donald C.
Langevoort, OrganizedIllusions:A BehavioralTheoryof Why Corporations
Mislead StockMarket Investors(and Cause Other Social Harms), 146 U Pa L Rev 101, 135
(1997) (noting strong biases against revisions in corporate behavior); Susan T. Fiske and
Shelley E. Taylor, SocialCognition149-51 (McGraw-Hill, 2d ed 1991) (arguing that "[w]elldeveloped schemas generally resist change"); Richard E. Nisbett and Lee Ross, Human
Inference:Strategiesand Shortcomingsof SocialJudgment 167 (Prentice-Hall, 1980) (stating
similar findings).
199See National Family Planning and ReproductiveHealth Association,Inc. v Sullivan, 979
F2d 227 (DC Cir 1992) (prohibiting an agency from revising a notice-and-comment regulation through an interpretive rule issued without notice and comment). This requirement
almost surely obtains even if the agency provided more procedural formality than necessary
in the first instance.
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fore the actionbecomesfinal)essentiallydoublesthe cost of issuing
an interpretation.At the same time, such a change may decrease
the probabilitythat the new agency interpretationwill prevail
against a legal challenge.Although the issue is far from settled,
the Court sometimeshas indicatedthat administrativeinterpretations in conflictwith previouslystatedviews shouldreceivediminished deferenceon review.200
No agencyhead can view with equathe
that
her
reversalof a final interpretationwill
nimity
prospect
force the agencyto embarkthree times on its interpretivemission.
All these points increasein force when the decisionwhetherto
reverse an action occurs in the course of litigation.Agencies are
loathe to admit error when confrontedwith a legal challenge.It
is naturalfor agencies,no less than any other entities, to bunker
down when attacked.In addition,an agencycan justifya decision
to defend a final action less as a firm commitmentto the merits
than as a reasonablemeans of giving the courts the final say on a
disputedquestion.Litigation,to be sure,canforcean agencyto face
the weaknessesof the argumentsit originallyprofferedfor an interpretation.But even when this resultoccurs,the agencymore likely
will attemptto reverseengineerits decisionthanto incurthe cost of
Giventhe probabilityof ratification,JusticeScalia's
startingover.201
approachreflectsanythingbutanondelegationprinciple.Despitethe
apparentattentionhe givesto agencyhierarchy,hisfocuswouldserve
not to distinguish(andinfluencethe choice)betweendifferentstructuresof decisionmaking,butinsteadto denylegaleffectto, andindeed
to disguise,these differences.20
200 See GoodSamaritan
Hospitalv Shalala, 508 US 402, 417 (1993) (stating that "the consistency of an agency's position is a factor in assessing the weight that position is due," but
ultimately deferring to an agency's changed interpretation); Pauley v BethenergyMines, Inc.,
501 US 680, 698 (1991) (stating that the "case for judicial deference is less compelling
with respect to agency decisions that are inconsistent with previously held views," but finding that the interpretation at issue was not so inconsistent); Bowenv GeorgetownU. Hospital,
488 US 204, 212-13 (1988) (declining to give deference on the alternative ground that the
interpretation at issue was "contrary to the narrow view of that provision advocated in past
cases"). But see Rust v Sullivan, 500 US 173, 186-87 (1991) (reading Chevronto hold that
a revised interpretation deserves deference and sustaining agency action on this ground).
201Courts
usually refuse to sustain agency action on grounds that the agency offers for
the first time in litigation. See NLRB v YeshivaU., 444 US 672, 685 n 22 (1980) ("We do
not, of course, substitute counsel's post hoc rationale for the reasoning supplied by the
Board itself."). Agency counsel, however, routinely massage agency decisions to strengthen
their prospects in litigation.
202
Justice Scalia's standard, by conferring deference on essentially any agency interpretation that arrives in court, does avoid one potential disadvantage of our approach. Under
current law, when a court interprets statutory language without deference to an agency,
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What the Justicesin Meadshould have said goes somethingas
follows. The tariff classificationruling was not entitled to deference (contraJustice Scalia).The reasonsbear no relation to the
ruling'slack of proceduralformalityor generalityof application,
still less to notions of congressionalintent (contrathe majority).
Deference should not attachbecausethe relevantdecision maker
did not adoptthe decisionaftermeaningfulreview.Here, we must
concede,there is some uncertaintyaboutwho this decisionmaker
is. The organic statute at issue, ratherthan designating(as most
statutesdo) a particularagencyofficialto exercisedelegatedpower,
assignedthe power to issue tariffclassificationsonly to the "CusThis peculiarity,however,cannotsavethe ruling.
toms Service."203
In a case involvingsuch a statutorydelegation,the values of accountableand disciplineddecision makingindicatethat the head
of the namedagency-the CustomsCommissioner-should count
as the criticaldecision makerfor Chevronpurposes.This official
did not issue the classificationrulingin question.Neither the commissioner'snor any other official'spost hoc decisionto defendthe
rulingin litigationprovidesthe necessaryhigh-levelinput to qualify the ruling for Chevrondeference(contraJustice Scalia again).
Conversely,the ex ante issuanceof a regulationprovidingthat all
classificationrulingsrepresentthe officialposition of the Customs
Service fails to meet the standard;204
as earlier noted, prospective

"adoptions,"becausethey precludemeaningfulreview,do not suffice.205
The rulingstill may qualifyfor Skidmoredeference.But the
rulinghas no claimon courtsindependentof the qualitiesof expertise and persuasivenessit reflects.
This approachdoubtlesswould preclude most rulings of this
kind from gaining Chevrondeference.Becausethese decisionsare
so numerous,and becausemost are so mundane,no statutorydelRelaegateewill-or should-usually concernherselfwith them.206
the judicial decision forever locks in the agency, depriving it of the ability to claim deference
for a different interpretation in the future. See Neal v United States, 516 US 284 (1996);
Lechmere,Inc. v NLRB, 502 US 527 (1992). This doctrine, which we think may be misguided, means that the agency may have only one shot on a given issue to satisfy the
conditions for judicial deference. The agency, however, retains the ability to factor in this
danger when deciding whether the statutory delegatee herself should issue an interpretation.
203See 19 USC ? 1500; text accompanying note 23.
204See 19 CFR
? 177.9.
205 See text
following note 171.
206
See text following note 165.
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tively low-level officialswill dispatchthese opinions securein the
knowledgethat the statutorydelegatee (or her central staff) has
neitherthe time nor the inclinationto providesupervision.And in
the absenceof this supervision,for all the politicalandinstitutional
reasonswe noted earlier,207
the delegateealmostalwayswill decline
to issue these decisionsin her name;or if these constraintssomehow fail to operate,a judicialbackstopmeant to detect policies of
also describedearlier,shouldworkto preventthe
rubberstamping,
attachmentof deference.
In select cases, however,our standardwould accord deference
to such rulings.A componentwithin an agencymay refer an issue
like that in Meadto the statutorydelegatee,or she mayreachdown
herselfto decide the issue. The reasonfor her participationmight
bear no relationto Chevron.She might become involvedbecause
the issue is especiallynettlesome or sensitive;because the issue
mattersto more than one componentof the agency;becausethe
issue calls for a creativedecision-makingprocess, which she can
best initiate;or becausethe issue has broad ramifications,which
may make general, rather than case-by-case,resolution appropriate. Or the reason for her participationmight flow from the
Chevronnondelegationprinciple itself-because the agency has

special reasons, not apparent in Mead, for wanting the courts to
defer to a given interpretation. However the matter reaches the
statutory delegatee's in-box and with whatever cause, if the delegatee adopts a decision, Chevrondeference should follow.
This approach should govern all kinds of administrative action.
It should apply regardless whether the action is accompanied by
formal or informal procedures and regardless whether it is general
or particular in nature. The proposed standard would decline to
give Chevrondeference to the result of a formal proceeding (either
a rulemaking or an adjudication)conducted pursuant to an internal
delegation. So, for example, if the Board of Immigration Appeals
in the Department of Justice, which operates under authority delegated from the Attorney General, desires deference for a decision,
the Attorney General would have to adopt that decision, as she
occasionally does.208On the other hand, the proposed standard
207 See

text accompanying notes 173-87.
result would conflict with current doctrine. See INS v Aguirre-Aguirre,526 US
415 (1999) (conferring Chevrondeference on a decision of the Board of Immigration Appeals). Similarly, the proposed approach would decline to give deference to a formal rule
208This
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would accord Chevrondeference to even informal decisions (either
general or particular) that a statutory delegatee herself renders.
Consider, for example, the Comptroller of the Currency's interpretive letters regarding the National Banking Act; whereas the
Mead Court could not explain how its analysis comported with
prior caselaw according deference to these interpretations,209our
approach would provide a rationale for this precedent (assuming
the comptroller signed the letter). Or consider, more importantly,
the mass of rules that almost all agencies issue under the goodcause and other exceptions to the APA's notice-and-comment rewhereas Mead would deny deference to these rules,
quirements;210
our standard usually would confer deference on them.
Nothing in this approach, of course, would legitimize agency
action that violates legal requirements relating to formal procedures or generality; Chevrondeference would attach only to lawful
action. The APA or other statutory law imposes a variety of constraints on the means by which and form in which agencies can
issue interpretations. When an agency fails to comply with these
requirements, the action is invalid and the question of Chevrondeference does not arise.21 But as demonstrated earlier, the range of
legal agency action lacking formality or generality is broad.212The
scope of Chevrondeference should be correspondingly broad. An
agency should not have to conform its decision making to some
idealized notion of either general lawmaking or courtlike formality
to receive judicial deference. Within the sphere of legality, all the
agency need do is set up its decision-making processes and structures to ensure that a high-level official takes appropriateresponsibility for the interpretation.
that a subordinate of the statutory delegatee adopts. The Court appears never to have
addressed this issue. Consider United States v Touby,500 US 160 (1991) (upholding a controlled substance classification that the Administrator of the Drug Enforcement Agency
issued pursuant to a delegation from the Attorney General, but not addressing the Chevron
question).
209See 121 S Ct at 2173 (affirming, but without explanation, NationsBankofNC, NA v
VariableAnnuity Life InsuranceCo., 513 US 251 (1995)).
210See text
accompanying notes 14-16.
211An
agency, for example, violates section 553 of the APA by giving final binding effect
to a general policy statement adopted without notice and comment. Regardless whether a
statutory delegatee has adopted the policy statement, this prohibition applies. So if an
agency applies a policy statement to a party without conducting a separate enforcement
proceeding, in which the party has an opportunity to contest the position taken in the
statement, the court should invalidate the action without considering Chevron.
212
See text accompanying notes 14-16, 102-04.
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CONCLUSION

Administrativelaw, as practicedand discussed,too much
rests on two stock, though not parallel,dichotomies:that between
formaland informalproceduresand that betweengeneraland particularrulings.Once the MeadCourtreachedbeyondits unhelpful
rhetoricof congressionalintent, the Courtrelied on just these categories to structurethe deferenceinquiry.The Court's analysis
rewardsand thereby promotes proceduralformality(principally)
and generality(secondarily)on the view that these characteristics
enhance the accountabilityand deliberativenessof agency action.
But in waysthatnow shouldbe familiarto observersof administrative law, the Court'semphasison these dual featuresthreatensto
increase the ossificationand inflexibilityof agency process. And
the Court'sfocus both deniesand accordsjudicialdeferencein the
wrong places-denying it to interpretationsthat, when measured
againstthe Court'sown values,properlyshould reside in agency
hands and conferringit on interpretationsthat, when measured
against those same values, should be subject to independent
scrutiny.

The alternativeapproachofferedin this article,which is within
reach of the Court, makes the institutionalchoice question of
Chevrondependenton a key aspect of agency organization-the
level in the administrative
hierarchyat whichfinaldecisionmaking
takesplace.The congressionalnondelegationdoctrine,which aims
to promote(as most of administrative
law aimsto promote)similar
values as Chevronand Mead,suggests and informs this approach.
An internalagencynondelegationdoctrine,like the congressional
analogue,wouldrecognizethe comparativeresponsivenessandvisibility of certain officials(here, high-level administrators)to the
public.And an agencynondelegationdoctrine,once againlike the
congressionalanalogue,would acknowledgethe ability of certain
officialsto disciplinedecisionmakingthroughouta large and unwieldy bureaucracy.This doctrine,implementedthroughChevron,
would avoid the well-knownpitfalls of its congressionalcousin.
Given the likely interactionbetweenlegal incentivesand political
andinstitutionalpressuresin the administrative
sphere,often overlooked in discussionsof judicialreview,the doctrineneitherwould
lead to overcentralizationof decisionmakingnor prove incapable
of principledenforcement.
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In advocatingthis approach,we have in mind an objectivebeyond, as well as within, its boundaries.Both administrativelaw
doctrineandadministrative
law scholarship,in focusingon the two
stock dichotomiesnoted above, have disregardedother matters
pertainingto administrativedecision-makingstructures.We have
emphasizeda single variable:the verticaldistributionof decisionmaking authoritywithin an agency. But others might well have
equivalentimportancein one context or another:the horizontal
distributionof this authority(for example,as between and among
differentagency components),the nature of the relationshipbetween the agency and the White House, even the budgetaryresourcesavailableto the particularagencydecisionmaker.Any full
understandingof agencyprocessmust take into accountthese institutional elements; administrativelaw scholarshipthus should
focusmore thanit does now on them. And administrative
law docin
of
various
doctrines
reviewtrine-and,
particular,
judicial
profitablymight reflect in ways beyond what we have discussed
here these featuresof agency decision-makingstructure.Courts
have disregardedmost of the waysin which agenciesorganizetheir
decisionmaking;the state of administrationand administrative
law
that
it
is
their
field
of
time
for
courts
to
today suggests
expand
vision.

